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ANALYSIS ANID DESIGN OF ANNULAR DIES FOR 
MONO- AND MULTLLAYER POL- FLOWS 
A review of the current die designs used to produce anuular flows is presented. 
d y s i s  of the performance of the two most commonly used designs in the coextrusion 
indusûy showed that one design exposed the polymer melt to a much lower wetted surface 
m a  thereby resultiag in lower pressure and residence time w i t h  the die. This anaiysis lead 
to the development of a new type of annular die which also minimized the exposed wetted 
surface area in a multi-layer constmctioe A mathematicai model based on the Control 
Volume Method (CVM) was developed and used to design a prototype die which was 
subsequently manufactured and tested. The thickness variation that was predicted by the 
model was slightiy higher than that which was measured from samples obtained 
experimentally. The prototype die was also successfblly used to produce film. 
A smder die was also desigaed using the CVM and tested The experimental data 
were in good agreement with the predictions of the CVM model. The smali die was also 
analysed using a 3D Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation. The isothemal FEM 
analysis predicted a lower variation than what was experimentally observed. Subsequent 
non-isothed d y s e s  could not be performed at the i s o t h e d  flow rates, due to solution 
instability problems, but the predictions at lower flow rates indicated larger thickness 
variations. 
iv 
The small die was reproduced nom clear acrylic and used in a visualization 
experiment, The experiment involveci the injection of a tracer at certain points within the 
flow field and obsening the flow paîh. These visr>alization experïments were then simuiated 
with a particle path analysis nom the FEM resuits. The agreement between the cdcdated 
particle paths and the o b ~ e ~ e d  tracer paths was good indicating that the FEM analysis was 
a viable method of d y s i n g  and improvhg the design of this type of die. 
A hdamental investigation into the interfaciai instability phenornenon was also 
performed. A series of coextnision experiments were conducted using a caiefbiiy selected 
set of polymers for the purpose of differentiating the effects of Molecular Weight (MW) and 
Molecdar Weight Distribution (MWD) on the occurrence of an interfacial instability. It was 
concluded that there are essentially two types of interfacial instability and that the MW had 
the strongest effect on the occurrence of  the 'Pg-zag' instability due to high interfaciai stress 
while the MWD had a strong affect on the appeatance of the 'wave' instability. The acnial 
source of the wave instability or the mechaniSm could not be confirmed but the experiments 
did provide some new insight for hture study. 
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Polymer processing involves the conversion of Wgin polymer into useful products. 
The polymer producers, (DOW, DUPONT, ESSO etc) supply the polymer in the form of 
beads, pellets or granules. The polymer processor then converts these into the useful, 
everyday objects which we are accustomed to or into forms that are used by subsequent 
convertea. The general area of polymer processing can be roughly divided into two 
categories. One category, ofien referred to as extrusion, contains the processes which 
produce products with a constant cross section and infinite length. Examples of such 
processes include the production of h, sheet, tubing, pipe, automotive trim, vinyl siding, 
etc. Such processes produce the product on a continuous basis and the product is either 
wound on a winder or cut to the desued length. The other category contains processes such 
as injection moulding and blow moulding which are used to make products of irregular 
shape. The reader is refemd to several good te- on the subject of polymer processing 
(Middleman ,1977; Rauwendaa, 1986; Tadrnor and Gogos ,1979). This study wiU focus on 
the Tubular or Blown Film process which f d s  into the extrusion category. However, many 
of the ideas and concepts presented in this midy can be appfied to practically al1 areas of 
polymer processing. 
Polymer melts exhibit complex flow phenornena which make the mathematical 
modehg of their flow bebaviour very dificuit. One of the most important characteristics 
applicable to this study is the shear thuming nature of polyrner melts. 
Figure 1.1.1 is a typical plot of the viscosity vmus the shear rate for a non- 
Newtonian fîuid (polymer melt). The viscosity of a Newvtonian fiuid is constant for any shear 
rate. The viscosity of a non-newtonian fluid however, is a fùnction of the shear rate. 
Polymers typicdy exhibit a 'Newtonian plateau' at very low shear rates but are shear 
thinning at the shear rates encountered diuing extrusioa The most cornmon method of 
modelling this behaviour is the so d e d  'power - lad model. The logarithm of the viscosity 
vernis the logarithm ofthe shear rate is the most cornmon plot However, in some instances 
the shear rate is subninited by the shear stress which is simply the product of the viscosity 
and that shear rate. Over s m d  ranges of the shear rate (2 or 3 decades), the curve can be 
approximated by a straight line which foliows a power hction: 
wtiere q is the vkcosity and y is the shear rate. The coefficient m is often referred to as the 
'consistency index'. The parameter, n, is caiIed the power-law index and indicates the degree 
of nomNewtonkm behaviour exhibited by the polymer melt. The value of the power-law 
index typicaliy ranges Corn about 0.3 for polystyrenes to 0.5 for polyethylenes to 0.7 for 
polyamides. A Newtonian fluid, such as water, would have a power-law index of 1.0. The 
application of this rnodel also usually involves the specification of a truncation shear rate 
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Figure 1.1.1 A typicai viscosity curve for a polymer melt 
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The viscosity of a polymec melt also depends on the temperature. An increase in 
tempetature will lower the viscosity but with only a small effect on the slope of the viscosity 
c w e .  That is, for d temperature variation (20-30 C O), the power-law index (n) remaias 
relatively constant The net effect is a shüt in the plot which is cornmody taken into account 
with the equation: 
where ma is the consistency index at the reference temperature T,. The coefficient b 
describes the magnitude of the effect of temperature on viscosity. 
Equatioas 1. I and 1.2 are the most commonly used for descnbing the flow 
behaviour of polymer melts. niey provide satisfactory results when used properly in the 
d y s i s  of closed channel flows. Of course, there are many other models or constitutive 
equations that have been proposed for the pinposes ofmodebq the polymer viscosity. The 
reader is referred to the literature for more details on this subject (Brydson, 198 1; Dealy and 
Wksbrun, 1990; Tadmor and Gogos ,1979). The more complex models may provide a more 
accurate description of the rheological bebaviour of the polymer melt but they are also 
typically more dficult to apply. However, the increasing use of numerical techniques is 
making it easier to use more complex constitutive equations. 
The viscosity vernis shear rate and temperature &ta should always be used when 
designhg polymer processing equipment and not the melt index (M.I.). The melt index is 
a commonly used, indusûy developed, methoci of describing the viscosity of a polymer melt 
Although, it has the advantage of king easy, quick and inexpensive, it can be misleading. 
The melt index, described 
5 
by ASTM D 1238, is basicaiiy the amount of material that wüi 
fiow h u g h  a specific sïze capiiiary under a specific force in ten (10) minutes. It represents 
a single point on the viscosity curve and as such it does not give any indication of the shear 
thinning nature of the polymer. However, in many cases, the oniy available information 
regarding the Mscosity of a polymer is the melt index. Shenoy et al (1983) and Shenoy and 
Saini (1 985,1986) have done a substantial amount of work on master viscosity cwes,  for 
many different polymers, which can be used to construct a viscosity c w e  &om the melt 
index. 
1.2 Mono-laver Blown Fiigl 
The blown film process is the process by which almost dl commodity LDPE film 
is produced A study by Munstedt and Wolter (1993) indicates that 75% of the 5.5 million 
tonnes of LLDPE and LDPE consumed in Western Europe in 1992 was used in film or sheet 
production. It is estimated that 70 - 80% of  this was produced by the blown film process. 
The March 1988 issue of Paper, Film, & Foi1 Cmerter magazine stated that 2.9 billion kg 
of polyolehs were sold for film extnision in the United States in 1987 and that this market 
consumes one fourth of d polyolefms solci. A PIerrics News survey of 193 US film and 
sheet manufacturers published in the September 1996 issue reported that the fiLn market had 
a Ieast $12.4 billion dollars in sales fiom a production rate of over 4 billion kg. The May 
1996 issue of Plastics News reported US demand for flexible packagiag which is show in 
Figure 1.2.1. 
i plastic Paper Foil 
Figure 1.2.1 US demand for flexible packaging. 
It is quite evident that plastics is the dominant material and has the strongest 
growth. The magnitude of these numbers means that even s m d  improvements in the 
efficiency of the blown film process can lead to signiscant savings and justifies M e r  
resemh in this area 
A schematic of the blown film process is shown in Figure 1.2.2. The main 
compoaents of thîs system are the extruder, die, air ring, upper nipkollapsing fiame , and 
winders. Resin is fed through a hopper into the extruder (screw pump) where it is melted, 
Figure 1.2.2 A drawmg of a B l o w  F i  fine (Brampton Engineering) 
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homogenized and pressurized The pressure then forces the molten polymer through adapters 
to the block which, in most cases, directs the flow upwards. The polymer melt then flows 
into the die, which is sitting on top of the block. Figure 1.23 is a drawing of a typical spiral 
mandrel die used in the production of blown nIm. The ports direct the melt fiom the centre 
feed port to the spirals where it is unifiormly d i s t r i i d  The melt flows into a relaxation 
chamber and then through a small a ~ u l a r  gap for sizing before it exits fiom the die. The 
roliers or nips at the top of the collapsing h e  pull the polymer upwards as it exits the die. 
The air ring directs large volumes of high velocity air ont0 the d a c e  of the polymer melt 
in order to cool it. The point at which the polymer begins to solidify is called the fiost line 
and generally occurs about 2 to 4 die diameters above the die. The height of the tower is 
determined by the height required for the huer d a c e  of the bubble to reach a low enough 
temperature so that it will not seal itseif when it is pinched at the nips. Tower heights can 
vary fiom Sm to 20m. The size of the bubble is controiied by the volume of air that is 
trapped inside. After the bubble has ben flattened at the nips, it is coliected on a winder. 
In some instances, the film is fed directly into priating and bag making machinery. 
Extruder sizes refer to the diameter of the screw and are commody 50 mm to 150 
mm. Die sizes refer to the diameter of tûe naal annular gap or "die tips". The sizes that have 
been rnantûactured in the past range h m  about 20 mm to over 2000 mm. The diameter of 
the lips depends on the size of the bubble to be produced and the conesponding blow-up and 
draw-dom ratios for a particulat polymer and application. The blow-up ratio (BUR) is the 
ratio between the bubble diameter and the diameter of the die lips. The draw-dom ratio 
@DR) is the ratio between the cross sectional area of the final annular die gap and the 
Figure 1.2.3 A spM rnandrel die (Brampton Engineering) 
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cross sectionai area of the nIm that is pcoduced. The BUR and DDR are used to conttol the 
mechanical properties of the nIm in both the transverse and machine directions. 
1 3  Mqitklayer Blo- Filpl 
High barriet flexible packaging is a rapidly growing area of  polymer processing. 
The September, 1996 issue of Plastics Worid reported that a study by Mastio & Co. 
estimated the PE nIm business to account for 5.9 billion kg of resin with 30% of this going 
into coexmision applications. Ftnther, it is projected that this wiU increase to 8.2 billion kg 
by the year 2000. Technologicai advances in both machinery and resin design have made 
blown film coexmision a viable method of obtaining many difkent structures. The greatest 
advantage of coextrusion cornes nom the abiiity to combine the signincant properties of 
many materials into one structure. The most practical aspects of this, with no doubt, occur 
in the food packaging indudry. ûne can begin to undetstand the importance of developing 
cost efficient packaging if one considen that approximately 50% of the food in third world 
countrïes spoils for l&k of proper packaging as opposed to 1% in more industrialized nations 
(Hinsken, 1987). 
A multi-layer bankr structure generally consists of a relatively expensive barrier 
resh coextnided between a less expensive structural resin. In most cases, the barrier resin 
testricts the transmission of oxygen into the package to prevent the food h m  spoiiing. The 
barrier resin may dso prevent fiavours and odom h m  Ieaving the package. The structurai 
resin is generally a polyolefin and is primarily used to add strength to the package and 
protect the b d e r  layer. For barrier polymers such as ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVOH) and 
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many polyamides, the barrïer properties c b h h h  in the presence of moistutestute Polyolefh 
are generally good moisaire baniers and as such have au additional hct ion  in protecting 
the barrier layer fiom moisture- In cases where the bamier resin does not adhere to the 
structurai resh, an additionai adhesive Iayer is employed. The choice of materials for the 
structural layers depends on the package requkments and may be Metent on either side 
of the package. In addition to protecting the food h m  oxygen, the package must also haudle 
properly through the packaging equipment for efficient production. 
Up to now most of this discussion has been directed to gas barrier in the food 
industry; however, significant markets exist elsewhere. Milk packaging, for Uinance, 
requires a dark W bamïer which could be sandwiched between layers of white nIm for a 
more aestheticaliy pleasing container. AAgricuihnal film, which reduces produce growing 
t h e  by as much as 6 weeks and increases yield by 30%, is a growing area in coextnision. 
Silage bags, which are portable and provide the proper environment for grain fermentation, 
is another present day market. 
Mer coextnision benefits corne h m  combiaing commodity resins to obtain high 
strength and barrier properties without giving up the required surface properties and 
printabiiîty. It has been ~ported (Gates ,1989) that a coextmded fiim (all layers containhg 
the same material) is about 10Y0 stmnger than a mono-layer film of the same material. This 
implies that one can down gauge to produce more of a thinner product with the same 
properties as the mono-iayer product. O h  have found that a three iayer structure 
consisting of one layer of linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) and two layers of high 
molecula. weight high density polyethylene (HMW-HDPE) can be made to the same 
thickness as a mono-Iayer HMW-HDPE keepkg the same streagth but addtig the gloss and 
print appeal of LLDPE (Sneiier, 1987). Another example of the benefits of coextnision 
involves 50 lb (23 kg) sacks for dry powder phamiaceuticds. One Company was able to 
replace the standard 3 mil (76 micron) LLDPE film with a 1.4 mil (36 micron) coextruded 
structure (HMW-HDPULLDPIYHMW-HDPE). This is a significant reduction in raw 
material usage- 
The coextnision blown film process is very simiIar ?O the single layer process with 
the added requirement that the die combines the layers fiom metent extruders. A three 
layer spird mandrel blown film die is shown in Figure 1 3 . 1 .  Of course the design of the die 
becomes more compbcated but up until the point where the iayers combine, each layer can 
be considered as a single layer die. The additional equipment requuements in coextnision 
is related to the number of different polymers that are coextnided (each polymer requires its 
own extruder). AU of the equipment past the die is vimially identical to that in a single layer 
process. 
1.4 CurreN Problemg 
Although synthetic polymers have been around for many years, there d l  exist 
many processing problems. Even today, the processing of some polymea is considered 
more of an art than a science. The reason for tbis is that most industrial problems are solved 
by the processors themselves (sometimes the equipment operators) through trial-and-error 
and no scientific reasoning. Once a solution has ken found, the cornpetitive nature of the 
business inhibits the transfer of this information h m  industry to research institutes. Ln fact, 
Figure 1.3 . 1 A three layer spirai mandrel die (Brampton Engineering) 
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polymer processors commonly prevent the manufacturers of the equipment nom observing 
theu production techniques or monitoring the equipment performance &et the initial 
installation. This limits the amount of fcedback that the rnachhery maaufacturer receives 
and severety impedes the learning process. The rapid introduction of new polymers also 
makes it impossible to study ai l  of them and undentand their particular processing 
behaviour. This is why mathematical modelling and process simulation have been readily 
accepted by industry. 
In the p s t ,  al1 polymer processing machinery was designed by trial-and-error 
(experience) using 'steel safé' designs. This means that the designer considered the 
possibiiity that modifications may be required and left enough excess steel on the die for 
these modincations. It was not uacommon for a typical die to be modified 8-10 times before 
an adequate product could be produced. As people becarne more and more experïenced with 
the behaviour and processing requirements of a particular polymer, the equipment design 
process became more efficient Unfortu~iately, when a new polymer was developed the 
complete design process had to start again h m  the trial-and-emr stage. This is where a 
mathematical mode1 offers definite advantages. An accurate mathematical mode1 can 
replace a large portion of difncult and expensive experiments. It is much easier, and cheaper, 
to change a dimension in a data file than to physically alter it on the die. The savings in cost, 
and t he ,  allow the design engineer to explore many more desigas in order to £hd an 
optimum design rather than a satisfactory design. However, one of the biggest problems 
associated with the mathematical modeilhg of extrusion dies is the lack of experimental data 
to veri@ these models. 
The new resins that are coustantly being developed have brought with them even 
more pmessing problems. Although h a .  much impmved physical properties, they also 
require more *gent equipment design and processing conditions. Previously unused 
design criteria, such as the residence time distniution, are becoming more and more 
imporiant Mathematical modeMg of these processes has to keep up with the requirements 
of the polymers. In the past, low and high density polyethylene were basically the ody types 
of polymers to fiow through spiral mandrel dies. The system pressures were high (35-50 
MPa) and the outputs were low (0.4 - 0.5 kg per mm of die diameter), by today's standards, 
as were the physicai properties of the plastic film produced. Also, the blown film dies were 
more dedicated to one or two m a t a s .  Today's typical blown film dies opetate at much 
lower pressures (15-30 MPa) and higher outputs (.8 - 1.2 kg per mm of die diameter) 
producing better quality film. The impmved physicai properties of the film is primarily due 
to the new poiymers k ing  developed. However, the new polymers need better die design. 
An additional requirement of new dies is the ability to process a variety of poIymers with a 
minimum residence t h e  so that cofour and resin changes may be performed with a minimum 
of waste. This is especialiy important in coextnision processes where the design of the die 
is much more complicated and the dems~ds placed on the die's performance more strllrgeat. 
The coexüusion process also bMgs with it some additional processing problems such as the 
requirement for much better thickness eonnity, interfacal instabilities and materials that 
are more dificuit to pnxess due to their low thermal stability and small processïng windows. 
i .s 0 b # s t i n s u w l  * 
The main objective of this thesis was to obtain a detaiied understanding of the 
hdamental reqyirements of a blown film extrusion die and apply thïs knowledge towards 
the d o n  of an hproved design. S&d wpbasis was placeci on the applicability of this 
research towards improving the coextrusion processes since it is somewhat more complex 
and it has atüacted Limited hdarnental study. 
A systematic approach towards fulslling the objectives is presented in the 
following chapters. Chapter 2 will review the development of die designs over the years and 
outline the various modelling techniques that have been developed. Chapter 3 contains a 
more detaiied analysis of coextrusion dies with respect to their fiindamental purpose and 
current design deficiencies. In Chapter 4, a new die design that is better suited to the needs 
of coexmision applications is proposed which mlliimizes the deficiencies determined in 
Chapter 3. A Control Volume Mehod (CVM) simulation of the new distribution system is 
developed to assist with the design procedure. The mathematical mode1 is used to design a 
prototype system which is consequently manufactured and tested. In addition, this chapter 
presents the results of a set of visualization experiments that were perfonned in order to 
better understand the flow field. Chapter 5 presents the resuits h m  a Finite Element 
Analysis (FEM) of the distribution system used in the visuaikation experiments of Chapter 
4. In addition, the FEM resuits are compared to the CVM resuits in this chapter. Chapter 
6 presents some fundamental coextrusion experiments which have provided valuable new 
insight into the interfacial instability phenornena. Finaily, Chapter 7 presents a List of 
conclusions and recommendations for fiitwe study. 
2.1 Bbwn F U  
The die is considered to be the heart of the extrusion process so it is important to 
understand its design and to have a detailed understanding of the flow behaviour of the 
polymer melt within it. The purpuse of the blown film die is to take the polymer melt fiom 
the extruder and fonn a uniform annular fiow Stream. It is also very important that this is 
done with a minimum residence time in the die. Today, Wnially ail blown film dies employ 
the spiral m a n h l  concept and so its development and design wili be discussed in detail. 
The reader is referred to a very good text book by Michaeli (1984) for more details about 
exmision die design in generai. 
2.1 .1 Die D e v e l o ~ m  
The purpose of the spiral mandrel die is to form an anndar polymer flow Stream. 
To understand the function of the spiral mandrel design, it will be helpful to consider the 
initial methods used to produce an anndar flow. An annuiar flow path is formed with two 
concentric circuiar pieces of steel. The outer piece is cded the body and the b e r  piece is 
often referred to as the mandrel. The mandrel must be physically mpported to the body to 
remab concentric. There are severai ways to do this, the most common of which are shown 
in Figure 2.1.1. Several variations of the mandrel support die are shown in Figure 2.1.2. 
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Side - fed pie Spird mondret rn die 
Figure 2.1.1 Some common annuiar dies (Mictiaeii, 1984) 
w 
Radial spider l e p  
W s e t  spider Iegz 
Figure 2.1.2 Severai mandrel support systems (Michaeii, 1984) 
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In the pipe and tubhg industry, the most common method is to use the radiai spider legs to 
support the mandrel firom the body. Two typical spider type dies are showa in Figure 2.1.3 
The Mvantage of this die is that the polyma melt mut flow around the spiders and then 
recombine, thus fonnîng of a weld line. For the relativeIy thick walled pipe, the weld Lines 
are sometimes tolerated but they severely d q t  h m  the mechanicd pmperties of the film. 
The various mandrel support systems shown in Figrne 2-12 are attempts to reduce the effect 
of the weld line. In the case of side fed dies, show in Figure 2.1.4, the mandrel is 
supported by the body at a point before the annulus. Now, the polymer melt must flow 
around the mandrel eliminating di the weld Iines except the one that occm on the opposite 
side from where the melt enters the die. The concept of supporthg the mandrel before the 
annuius was w d  in the 'star feed' die shown in Figure 2.1 -5. The radial tubes or ports direct 
the melt to the annulus from an inlet tube at the centre of the die. This method is no better 
than the previous two since a weld line is created wherever flow fronts combine. Helical 
grooves or spirals, as they are commonly cded, were cut into the mandrel in an effort to 
smear the polymer and reduce the eEect of the weld lines. A typical spiral mandrel 
distribuaon system is show in Figure 2.1.6. The polymer melt mveb through radial ports 
to the spirals where it flows in a helical path M e  it simuitaneously leaks out of the spirals 
and into the mular path between the mandrei and the body. Acttdy, the weld lines are stiil 
present but with a different orientation as depicted in Figure 2.1.7. With spider, sidefed and 
star type dies, the weld h e s  are in a plane, through the melt, that goes radiaiiy through the 
die axis. In a spiral die the weld lines travel h m  the outer d a c e  of the annuius to the inner 
surface in a circular fashion. This is caused by the layering effect which assists in 
cd Du b* D, Die rerurirmg nhg 
B. Mondrrl. p k  mot d u  part & Dk rrroiiung bdr 
C Dit. die busûing. frmafe F, Die nuterihg Wt 
die pan G' Spiderkg 
H. Aikhore 
Figure 2.1.4 Two radial spider dies used for pipe production (Top - Richardson, 1974 
Bottom - Michaeii, 1984) 
Die body. cnisshcad 
Mandnl. pin. male die part 
Die, dit burrhing. fcmafe die putt 
Die rittainhg nirg 
Die mrai'iiing bah 
Die centen'ng boit 
Mandrd hohier 
Figure 2.1.4 Side fed dies used for film (top) and pipe (bottom) production 
(top - MichaeliJ 984; bottom - WhelanJ982) 
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Figure 2.1.6 A photograph of a spiral rnandrel distribution system. 
WELD LINE ORIENTATION 
SPIDER DIE SPIRAL DIE 
Figure 2.1.7 The orientation of weld ihes in a plastic pipe produced h m  a radial 
spider die and a spiral mandrel die. 
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%nitth@ the materiai h m  different ports. This type of die has been very successfid and it 
is now considered to be the standard in the blown film industry. 
There is a Limit to the number of spirais tbat can be cut into a mandtel wkch 
depends on the size of the mandrel, the size of the spirals and helix angle of the spirals. 
Current designs commonly range h m  0.4 to 1.2 spirais per centimetre of mandrel diameter. 
To faciiitate easier machining, the spiral depth generally varies hearly with its length. The 
introduction of numencally controiled multi-axis milling machines has aliowed some 
manufacturers to explore new designs where the spiral channel depth is decreased in a non- 
hear fashion. 
Multi-layer die construction is more complicated than a single layer die because 
of the requirement for multiple distriion systems (see Figure 1.3.1). Apart h m  the more 
complicated mechanical engineering aspects of designhg and manufactug the die, the 
individual layer flow passages are designed as they would be in a single layer die. Each layer 
is formed into a d o r m  annular flow and then they are combined prior to exiting the die. 
Of course, as the number of layers inmeases so does the complexity of the die. The diff?culty 
is in equally distnauting the polyrner melt among the many spirals. This will be discussed 
in more detaii in Chapter 3. 
2 1 -2 M a u c a l  Mpd& 
This section will briefly o v e ~ e w  the mathematicai modelling of spiral mandrel 
flow field The purpose of any model is to mathematically describe the physics of the 
process. The advantages of an accurate mathematical model, especially for designers of 
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spirai mdre l  dies, are immense. Mathematicai models can provide detailed Monnation 
about certain aspects of a process that may be difficult or even impossible to witness 
experimentally. With an accurate mode4 a ptocess engineer can test new operating strategies 
or the performance of a new polymer without intediering with production. 'Ihe simulation 
cm help the process engineer predict ifa new polymer or operatïng point will increase the 
system pressures to an uasafe level. The largest benefit of an accurate model, to the spiral 
mandrel die manufacturer, is that it wiU v a d y  reduce the 'guess workl involved when 
designing spiral rnandd dies. Also dependhg on the accuracy of the model, the amount of 
overdesign can be reduced to make the die more efficient. The following sections will 
provide a quick review of the limited amount of work done in the past on modeiling spiral 
mandrel dies. The generai procedine used by most models wili be outlined and a detailed 
description of the models compared in this work wiU be provided. 
The first pubiished attempt at modeilhg the flow through spiral mandrel dies is 
credited to Proctor (1972). Making several s i m p w g  assumptions, he outlined a method 
of predictïng the flow distribution through a spiral mandrel. The flow field is represented 
by the m w s  in the cutaway view of a spiral mandrel distribution system in Figure 2.1 -8. 
Several simplifying assumptions need to be made about this flow field before modelling can 
begin. The nrst assumption is to neglect the e f f i  ofcurvature. This is a common and quite 
vaüd assumption considering that the width of the gap between the mandrel and the body is 
much smaller than the diameter of the mandrel. The mandrel c m  now be "unwrapped" and 
studied in the co-ordiaate system show in Figure 2.1.9. 
Figure 2.1.8 A spiral mandrel die with haif the body cut away. The arrows give the 
direction of melt flow. 
Figure 2.1.9 An unwrapped view of a spiral mandrel d a c e  with 4 zones. The 
longitudinal and transverse section of a spiral channel is also shown. 
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Figure 2.1.9 represents a die with4 spirals each of which travels a full 360 degrees. 
Also, included in this figure are views of the initial cross section of a chamel and the 
variation in charnel depth and anndar gap dong a spiral. A zoae is defked as the area 
between two ports and due to the similarity of ail the zones, the problem is fûrther simplifïed 
by shidying only one zone. A section is defhed as a chamel and its associateci land. Ni of 
the spirals are machined identicaily, so it makes no différence which one is modelled. 
Modelling one zone or one spiral is one and the same thing. 
Consider zone 3 in Figure 2.1.9. The £irst section in this zone is identical to the 
first section in zone 1. The second section in zone 3 is identical to the second section in zone 
2. The tbird section in zone three is one and the same and the fourth section in zone three 
is identical to the fourth section in zone 4. Therefore, one complete spiral and its associated 
land is identical to one zone. It follows that the amount of material flowiag out of the fïrst 
section of zone 3 into the second section of zone 4 wodd be identical to the material flowing 
into the second section of zone 3 fiom the first section of zone 2. This is what is known as 
the penodicity of the problem and it is applied when performing the flow balances. 
The flow field is fiuther subdivided hto control volumes or elements, also shown 
in Figure 2.1.9. In the Y direction, each section provides a division and so four (4) are 
shown. The number of divisions in the X direction is arbitrarïIy chosen to be five (5) making 
the total number of elements equal to 20. A typical element is cross hatched in Figure 2.1.9. 
More divisions can be used in the X direction depending on the required accuracy but this 
will increase the t h e  required for the caiculations. 
Figure 2.1.10a is a section of the actual spiml distribution system while 2.1.1 Ob 
Figure 2.1.10 A perspective view oE (a) the actual flow geometry and (b) the 
approximate geometry used by Proctor (1972). 
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is the appmximate geometry used by Pmctor in his analysis- Figure 2.1.10a consists of two 
elements (A and B) stacked one upon the other. As shown, the fiow rate entering the second 
element in charme1 A is labelied q,, while the flow leaviag the second element and entering 
the third is labelied e,. The materid that flows axially over the land h m  the second 
element of chamel A to the second element of channe1 B is labeiied h. Since the depth of 
the spval decreases, Proctor made the assumption that the pressure drop in the channel 
deneases LinearIy. He m e r  assumed that the flow could be appmxbated as flow through 
a rectarigular c h e l  of equal cross sectional area. It was also assumed that the flow in the 
annular gap could be approximated as flow through a sfit the width of the element (dx) and 
the length of the land (L2). It was fuaher assumed that the flow over the land and the flow 
in the channel had no influence on each other. The assumption of a linear pressure drop 
rnakes the problem hear. One sirnply specifies the pressure &op through the system and 
determines the flow rates in each element in a step-wise progression fkom the start of the 
spiral. What is of primary importance, is the volumetric flow in each of the land elements 
in the last section of the die. The volumetric flow variation at this point is what determines 
the variations in the dimensions of the noal product- 
Subsequwt efforts have attempted to develop improved models by relaxing some 
assumptions and introducing new ones. Wortberg et ai (1982) using a similar model, made 
allowances for the dimensions of the flow field to be described by higher order functions. 
Kiprbuch (1974), Helmy et al (1980) and Cheng (198 1) relaxed the assumption of a constant 
pressure drop dong the spiral channel and made the assumption that the pressure was 
d o m i  in the circumferential direction. This means that any path nom the start of the spiral 
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to any level would have an equal pressure &op. An initiai guess of the pressure drop was 
made and then through an iterative process, the pressures were updated until convergence. 
Saillard et al (1984) developed a mode1 that reiied upon the solution of a set of non-Linear 
dinerence-differentai e~uations for the unknown pressure- In addition, this model appears 
to be the first to include thermal effects by incorporating a bulk temperatme in each element 
Vlcek et al (1984) also used a set of non-linear difference-diferential equations, to describe 
the system, however, this model appears to be the k t  to aüow two dimensionai flow in each 
control volume. Fahy et al (1986) developed a set of ordulary difference-dflerential 
equatioos to describe the pressure distribution and solved them using a one dimensional 
finite element approximation, Menges et al (1984), took a dinerent approach to die design 
in that they made the asnimptioa that the flow out of the spiral chaowl was uniforni and 
determined the dimensions of the anndar gap. The main problem of this method is that the 
geometry that gives you a good distribution is g e n d y  too diBïcult and expensive to 
machine accurately. Rauwendaal(l987) presented a simple model that related the pressure 
drop thmugh the chamel to the pressure drop over the land through the helix angle of the 
spiral. This made the problem hem, allowing a stepwise solution. Vlcek et al ( 1987) 
developed a ww model which is an improvement ofthe previous model presented by Vlcek 
et al (1984) which also includes temperature effêcts. Benkhoucha and Sebastian (1989) have 
presented a 2-D model based on the flow analysis network (FAN) method which allows the 
use of more g e n d  rheological models for the viscosity. A comprehensive study of spiral 
mandrel dies including a cornparison of several models with experimental data was 
p e r f o d  by Perdikoulias (1988). 
the flow, 
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Due to the complexity of the flow field and the M y  three dimensional nature of 
many simpbfjhg assumptions must be (and are) made by aii of the models 
mentioned above. AU of these modek basicaliy use a 'lumped parameter' or 'contml volume' 
approach in which the flow field is âivided uito many small control volumes and asnime a 
fùily developed flow pionle in each control volume. 
Many of the assumptions presently made can be eliminated by using a three 
dimensiod finite element numerical andysis. However, this is currently impracticai for 
design purposes. Some work by Coyle and Petdikoulias (1991a), indicated that aithough the 
FEM can provide for a very detailed and@ of the flow system, the major flow 
characteristics predicted by FEM are very nmilar to those predicted by a control volume 
method andysis. The major drawback of ushg the FEM is the demanding cornputational 
requirements. Fine mesh solutions may require up to 2800 Megabytes of memory and 1 hour 
of CPU time (using 3500 brick elements, 34,000 grid points, and 83,000 degrees of k d o m )  
for 1 iteratioa A non-Newtonian matenal with a moderate shea. thinning behaviour such 
as LDPE may require up to 6 iterations for adequate convergence. An experienced FEM user 
can obtah adequate resdts for average flow and pressure drop using a courser grid (21 50 
elements, 15,000 Md points and 30,000 degrees of fireedom). Advancd solution techniques 
can also d u c e  the memory requirements for such a problem down to 12 Megabytes so that 
these cdcuiations c m  be perfomied on a powerfbl workstation (such as a Convex C-340) in 
about 15 minutes for one iteration. This may be an acceptable amount of time for a single 
simulation but during the design process, an experienced designer may simulate over 50 
geomeuies to obtain a proper spiral design. For typical non-Newtonian material requiring 
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6 iterations, this stiU amounts to over 75 hours of CPU time. These staggering computer 
demands, even if possible, would be extremely expensive for the average die 
designa/manufâcturer to afford Ofcourse, the rapid developments in the area of cornputen 
and computational fluid dynamics will no doubt make this the way of the fiiture. 
At present, the lumped panuneter or contml volume approach st i l l  appears to be 
the most practicai method of analysing and designkg spiral mandrel dies. In fact, a number 
of commercially available computer software packages have been developed based on this 
method A good description of these packages is given by O'Brien (1992). 
Coextiysion is the exûusion of two or more Iayea of polymers through the same 
die. It has been used since the eariy 1950's to improve product quaiity, fiinctionality and 
process efficiency. However, under certain conditionsy the coextnision process exhibits some 
flow phenornenon which are not weii understoob The following paragraphs wiii provide 
some background information on this topic. 
Consider the two streams combining as shown in Figure 22.1. This flow field can 
be foruid in many extrusion processes. The velocity profile of the individuai streams will be 
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different fiom that in the combined flow area depending on the vïscosity andor velocity 
differences of the two materials. Figure 2.2.2 is a FEM grid representing two flow streams 
merging. Figures 2.2.3 are the streamhes that occur under various flow conditions for a 
A:B viscosity ratio of 2: 1 as presented in a study by Perdikoulias at al (1991). As can be 
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seen, the interface position wiU depend on the viscosity and flow rate ratios and, since the 
geometry is fixe& the interface development path will Vary. 
Interface 
Figure 2.2.1 A typical coextnision flow field 
Figure 2.2.2 A FEM grid of a coe~nusion flow field. 
Coextrusion A-B 50-50 mm/s 
Length (mm) 
Coextrusion A-B 75-25 mm/s 
Length (mm) 
Coextrusion A-B 25-75 mm/s 
Length (mm) 
Figure 2.2.3 Streamlines for a 50/5O ratio (top), 75/25 ratio(midd1e) and a 25/75 ratio 
(bo ttom) 
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This topic has been dealt with in detail in a book by I3an (198 1). mers (Nordberg 
and WnterJ988; Mavridis and Shroff, 1994; Mitsoulis and Hknnacbi, 1990) have mggested 
additional numerical techniques for interface determination. A review of modehg of 
coextrusion flow fields has been presented in a dissertation by Katagiamis (1989) who has 
dso presented sorne 3-D FEM modehg ~sults. T o m s  et al (1995) have also studied the 
effect of various processing conditions on the development of the interfiace. îhe  problem 
however, is that under certain conditions the interface becomes uristable which results in 
undairable product properties. This transient behaviour is of partîcular interest because it 
Mts the processor in what materials and layer ratios that can be produced. 
Gross instabilities are readily apparent whereas finer instabilities a e c t  nIm 
properties such as cl*. This was nicely demonmated by MaMidis and Shroff (1994) as 
shown in Figures 2.2.4 and 22.5. Figure 22.4 is a photograph of a couple of coextnided 
film samples, which have been placed on a sheet of paper with some writing that is clearly 
visible. Figure 2.2.5 is a photograph of the same film samples but they have been placed 
some distance above the writing. The interfacial instability in the sample on the left diffiises 
the light to the point that the writing is illegible. Figure 2.2.6 contains photographs of 
magnined cross sections of these film samples. The smooth interface is shown during run 
# 6 (bottom) of Figure 2.2.6 while the interfacial instability is readily apparent as an 



















Figure 2.2.6 Photograph of a magdied cross-section showing a smooth interface 
(bottom - run # 6) and an unstable interface (top - run # 1). 
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This topic appears to have been initially investigated by Schrenk et al. (1978). 
They concludeci that the interfacial instability sets in when the interfacial shear stress exceeds 
a critical value. Han (1978) and his CO-workers have shown that aithough the ctitical shear 
stress theory is vaüd for a particular system, the criticai shear stress vaiue is affected by 
factors such as layer arrangement and thickness. 
Wilson and Khomami (1993) have published several papers about their 
experiments, with several polymer systems, where they studied the effect of introducing a 
regular wave disturbance. They mggested that interfacial instabilities are due to waves 
present in the flow field (possibiy fiom the extruder), and the polymer characteristics and 
flow conditions are such that these waves are either dampened out or amplined to form an 
observable instability. Rincon ( 1995) has also developed a transient numerical analysis of 
the interfacial instability phenornenon based on a periodic flow input A great deal of work 
on coexeusion has been perfomed by researchers at the Dow Chernical Company, Midland, 
Michiga. Dooley and Hilton (1993) and Ramanathan et al (1992,1993,1996 ) and Shanker 
et al (1995) have presented severai p a p a  on coextnision Ramdxm and Schrenk (1993) 
have estabiished the idea that there are essentially two types of interfacial uistability which 
they have texmed 'wave' and 'zig-zag' . They amibute the 'zig-zag' instability to be due to 
excessive shear stress at the interface while the 'wave' instabaity has a much more elusive 
source. 
Perdikoulias et al. (1 99 l), Vlcek et al (1993) and Mavridis and Shroff (l994) have 
also investigated the effect of material properties and processing conditions on interfacial 
shear stress and shown how viscosity selection, layer ratios and die design cm affect the 
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shear stress and consequently the instabili~ due to stms. Some p r e h h a r y  investigations 
by Perdikoulias et al (1993) have show13 that htedhiai uistabilities can occur in muiti-layer 
flow of the same polymer melt This observation had not been found in any of the previously 
published literature- 
One of the reason why progress in this area has been relatively slow is believed to 
be due to the lack of good experimental data ThQe have beenmany observatiom and a great 
deal of happenstance data published but most of these publications omit material pmperties 
and confound the effects with their choice of systems. There have been very few good 
fundamentai studies of this phenornenon. One of the objectives in this work is to perforrn a 
systematic shidy of the effects of material properties and flow geomeûy on the appearance 
of interfacial instability and generate a set of data tbat can be used to evaluate present and 
fiiture theones. 
CHAPTER 3 
RESIDENCE TIME= ANALYSE 
$*1 Residence The Distribution . -  - 
In the production of plastic film by the blown (tubular) nIm process there have 
been observed some problems which appear to be related to the residence time of the 
polymer melt in the extrusion system. These problems include, long colour or material 
changeaver times, poiymer degradation, and the appearance of haze bands. These problems 
are particularly common to coextnision dies. The qualitative effect of residence tirne is 
known and it has been discussed in papers by Butler (1989) and Gates (1990). It is the 
general consensus of these papers that most of the problems experienced with coextnision 
are related to the residence t h e  of the polyrner in the system. However, the industry bas 
advanced to the point that it is necessary to qwrifL the residence t h e  distribution of an 
extrusion system. The fïrst step in doing this, however, requires that the residence tirne of 
the individual components that make up the system be known. 
The concept of residence time distriaution (RTD) is slowly beginning to gain the 
respect it deserves in polymer processing. It is the key to solving many extrusion problems 
and it should be well understood by anyone involved in polymer processing. Fluid elements, 
paçsing through a system, have different velocities because of their relative position with 
respect to the solid boundaries (where the veiocity is zero), and they follow dEerent paths 
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travelling h m  the entrance to the exit This gives rise to a distri'bution of thes.  
The residence tMe distribution (RTD) or the exit age distribution f'uactioa of the 
exit stream h m  a system are two different names for the same hction, E(t), which gives 
the probability of a fiuid element having a residence time b e w n  t and t+dt The hction 
of the exit stream of age between t and t+dt is given by E(t)dt (Levenspiel, 1972; 
Huomelblau and Bischoff, 1968). Understanding the innuence of the various processing, 
rheological and geometrical conditions on the RTD of a polymer flowing through several 
pieces of equipment can lead to the establishment of design criteria that minimize polymer 
degradation due to prolonged exposures of the pofymer to high temperatures and aiso to the 
clarification of purging and mixing concems. 
An interesting snidy by HaUe(1989) deals with the stability of various ethylene 
copolymers and how it is aected by multiple passes through an extruder. In other words, 
how these materials stand up to prolonged exposure to high temperatureS. Halle's study 
found that €VA copolymers are particdarly prone to degradation (chemical reactions 
causing molecular changes) and this agrees with the experience of the author of this work. 
A simüar snidy was perfonned by Butler (1989) deaiing mostly with the extruder but also 
presenting some RTDs for a complete nIm lhe. In fact, most of the RTD studies on 
polymer processing performed in the past have focused on the extruder (Pinto and Tadmor, 
1970; Wolf and White, 1976; Schott and Saleh, 1978; Kemblowski and Sek, 198 1 ; Stamato 
and Weiss, 1985) but the fiow channels nom the extruder to the exit of the die also irnpart 
a RTD on the fluid Some published experimentai work by Perdücoulias and 
Tzoganakis(l987) explains how the RTD of the adapters, block and die can explain a 
phenornenon known as haze lines. 
Most of the polymer fiow paths in coextnision 6lm dies can be approximated as 
tubes or annulii as shown in Figure 3.1.1. The RTD for isothermal, laminar flow of a non- 
Newtonian h i d  through a tube can be derived and it has ken  given by Nauman and 
Bunham (1983) as s h o w  below. 
where E(0) is the exit age distribution based on the dimensioniess time 8, and n is the power- 
law index. The dhnensionless time, 8, is defined as: 
where t is greater than the minimum time it takes for the fastest element of fluid to exit the 
system. The relationship to a non-dimensionless exit age distribution, E(t), is given by 
equation 3.2. 
where t, is the average time the material takes to flow through the system. 
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There is no exact analytical solution for the correspondhg equation for flow 
through an atlc~uius. However, Lin (1980) has proposed the foiiowing solution (equation 3.3) 
based on an approximation made by Mirsha and M U s b  (1976) for determining the position 
of the maximum velocity (A) within 4%- 
where 
where n is again the power-law index and k and A are shown in Figure 3.1.1. 
Outer tube val1 
lnner tube wol 
Figure 3.1.1 Geometry of a tube and an mulus 
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3 3  N"r and PressilnDroD The BIwk 
The relationship between residence time and pressure drop is qditatively simple. 
To decrease the residence tirne? one must incfease the vebcity ofthe fluid and hence in- 
the pressure drop across the passage. Converseiy, the pressure drop cm be lowered by 
increasing the fiow area of a system wtiich decrrascs the veiocity and increases the residence 
time. The relatiomhip is slightly more complicated when c o m p a ~ g  different systerns. 
One particuiar hdamentai design problem associated with blown film coextrusion 
dies is the efficient conveying and even disûibution of the polyrner among the many spirals. 
This is generally done in a device called the block. Thete are basically two types of block 
designs cunentiy king used in the industry and they wili be referred to here as port and 
annufar. This section presents an analysis used to determine wbich hdamental design 
wouId be best, 
3.2.1 Port Design 
Consider the port block design for a two layer die showu in Figure 3.2.1. The 
inner layer fiow path is relatively simple. The melt is fed into the centre and up the axis of 
the block in a single channel. At the base of the die, the polyrner is radiaiiy fed to the spirals 
through ports. The outer layer flow path is a Little more complex. The polymer is again fed 
to the centre of the block (below the previous layer) where it is symmetridy spiit into a 
number of smaiier channels. These channels run paraiiel to the axis of the block and feed 
directiy into the radial ports which feed the outer layer spirals. The section A-A in Figure 
3.2.1 shows the inner layer channel and the 4 channels which transport the material for the 
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outer layer. These 4 chameh may be fed directly into 4 spirals or each of these may be split 
once again to feed 8 spirals on perhaps a larger die. This spiining can con* in a binary 
fasbion (2", where n = number of splits) until the required number of charnels is achieved. 
Additional layers would be introduced in a simiiar fahion entering the block below the 
previous layer and splitting into a number of ports. The quantity and positioning of the ports 
is determined by the flow rate and the positioning of the boits required to keep the system 
together. 
3.2.2 Aiuiuiar Design 
The annular block design is shown in Figure 3 -2.2. The inner layer is virtuaiiy 
identical to the port block design in that the polymer is conveyed to the centre axis of the die 
and then flows dong the axis to where the ports connect it to the spirals. The subsequent 
layers, however, use concentric cylinders to mate a flow path to tramport the poiymer fiom 
the extruder adaptor to the spiral ports. The polymer for the subsequent layers enters the 
block above the entry for the inner layer and is forced to flow into an annular passage. 
U d y  the polymer is passed through a 'side-feed' distribution system to create a uaifonn 
annular flow. The 'side-feed' system is comparable to a flat die distribution system which 
has been wrapped around a cylinder so that the edges connect The polymer then flows 
through the annuius to the base of the die where the ports split the flow into as mauy paths 
as there are spirals. The number of anndi (or concentnc cylinders) required depends on the 
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Figure 3.2.2 A drawing of a 2 layer die with an annuiar block design. 
3.23 Comparative Analysis 
When designhg equipment for polymer ptocessing it is preferable to maintain low 
system pressines while also keeping the midence tune of the polyxner melt in the system to 
a minimum. These two design criteria are somewhat confiictiag since lower residence times 
(higher velocities) generate higher system pressures. This is why carefiil attention must be 
paid to the interaction of these design criteria with respect to the design of the block. Since 
there is no analytical solution describing the flow of a non-Newtonian fluid through au 
annulus, a numerical approach example will be used to demonstrate these relationships. 
Consider the f'undamental goal of conveying a polymer over a certain distance. The basic 
conditions and material properties cm be found in Table 3 -2.1. 
Table 3.2.1 Basic Conditions and Material Properties 
1 Flow Rate b0Kglhr / 
1 Melt Density 1 760 k g h 3  1 
1 Power Law hdex 1 0.45 1 
- -  - 
b ~ o s t e n c ~  coefficient 1 13790 Pa*sn 1 
1 Distance 1 2 5 . 4 ~ ~ 1  1 
The most obvious method would be to use a single tube (or port) which, based on 
the author's experience, would typicaily be about 5.08 cm in diameter. The pressure &op 
through this tube would be about 0.65 MPa The corresponding average velocity and shear 
rate are about 3.23 cm/s and 6.6 s-l respectively. Now consider the sarne flow rate being 
delivered through 4 tubes (or ports), each of the same length as before (25.4 cm) but sized 
to maintain the same average velocity as the single tube. This is depicted in Figure 3.2.3. 
TUBULAR FLOW 
Figure 3.2.3 A representation of 1 tube and 4 tubes with the same average velocity. 
In doing so, the residence t h e  of the polymer melt remains the same in both systems. 
However, the pressure drop across this system will increase to 1.76 MPa and the shear rate 
fl to 13 s-'. The auaiysis was extended to 8 and 16 ports and the resuits are plotted 
in Figure 3 2.4. 
PORT DESIGN 
CONSTANT AVERAGE VEtOCITY 
Por t  d i a e t e r  chosen to iolntain Vavg - 3.23 cmls 
O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
# OF PORTS 
Figure 3 -2.4 Pressure drop versus the number of tubes used to convey the polymer. 
A similar aaalysis is perfomed on the annular design. In this case, the I.D. of the 
annuius is increased and the gap is adjusteci to maintain a constant average velocity. As seen 
in Figue 3 2 5  the gap between the two cyiïnders decreases as the diameters increase in order 
to maintain the same flow area (and average velocity) . Figure 32.6 shows the effect of the 
above on the pressure &p. An annulus with an ID. of 2-54 cm (OJ). of 5.7 cm) will have 
a pressure &op of about 1.6 MPa and a shear rate of 17 s-I. Increasing the 1.D. to 10.0 cm 
(O.D. now becomes 11.4 cm) wilI cause the pressure requirements to inmase to 6.5 MPa 
and the shear rate to increase to 45 s? Keep in mind that the average velocity is maintained 
at 3.23 cm/s. In a typical multi-layer die the average diameter of an annula. c h e l  can be 
from 10 to 25 cm. It is readily apparent that the armular system has a higher pressure 
consurnptioa The above diffierences between the port and anndar systern are basically due 
to the fact tbat for equal average velocities, the annulus has a larger d a c e  area than the 
tubes. The d a c e  area of the 8 ports is about 1150 cm2. The d a c e  area of an annulus with 
a 10 cm ID. is about 1600 cm2 (40 % larger). The actuai RTD for the systems described by 
Figures 3.2.4 and 3.2.6 is compared in Figure 3.2.7. The matMa1 enters the system at time 
zero and some tirne later begins to exit the system with the chatacteristic c w e s  shown in 
Figure 3.2.7. In both the port and annular systems, the materiai to exit fht is the matenal 
6 t h  the highest velocity. Although both systems have the same average velocity, the 
maximum velocity in a port is about twice the average velocity whereas the maximum 
velocity in a typical size anaulus is about 1.7 times the average velocity. This is why the 
RTD of the annulus starts &er the R' of the port. For aii practical purposes, however, it 
can be assumed that the RTD of a port system and the RTD of an annuiar system are the 
same for constant vohmetric flow rate and average velocity. 
ANNULAR FLOW 
Figure 3.2.5 A representation of a maIl annulus and a large atmdus with the same 
average velocity. 
ANNUtllR DESIGN 
CONSTANT AVERAGE VELOCITY 
OD o f  annuluri chosen t o  maintain Vavg - 3.23 c d a  
ID OF ANNULUS (cm) 
Figure 3 -2.6 Pressure drop versus the nominal annuius diameter. 
COWARISON OF RTDs 
CONSTANT FLOW RATE 
PORT . va. ANNULAR DESIGN 
Oie Length - 25.4 cm . a - 180 kg/hr 
Figure 3.2.7 A cornparison of the age distribution for a tube and an annulus. 
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Cornparing Figures 32.4 and 32.6, it is observed that, unless the 1 9 .  of the 
annuius is kept miall, the port design system (Figure 32.4) will have a much tower pressure 
requkement than the anndar system (Figure 32.6'). A typical port design WU have 8 ports 
and a pressure drop of about 2.93 MPa wherais the annular design with an ID. of 10 cm and 
the equivalent average velocity will have a pressure drop of 6.5 MPa This means that if the 
annular design is to have the same system operating pressure as the port design, the residence 
time of the material wili be higher. This is represented in Figure 3.2.8 which shows how the 
average velocity decreases as the diameter of the annulus increases when the system pressure 
is kept constant. From Figure 32.8, it can be seen that an annulus with an LD. of over 5.0 
cm wilI have a Iower average velocity than the 8 port system at quai  pressure drops. 
Now consider the complete RTD. Figure 32.9 shows the effect of increasing the 
diameter, but maintainkg the system pressure constant, on the achial RTD of the system. 
The annuius dimensions and î h v  parameters are included in Figure 3.2.9. First, the lower 
average velocity (reduced to maintain the pressure &op) inmeases the minimum time 
required for the fastest moving ffuid to exit the system. This shifts the initiai peak to the 
right in Figure 3.2.9. Figure 32.9 also shows how the RTD broadens as the diameter of the 
annulus is increased (average velocity is lowered). In fact, it is this broadening of the 
distribution and not the minimum or average residence thne that causes most of the 
problems. The broadening of the RTD can be represented by calculating the tirne it takes for 




Figure 3.2.8 Pressure &op versus annulus diameter for a constant average velocity 
RESIDENCE TIbE DISTRIBUTION 
ANNULAR OIE DESIGN 
CONSTANT PRESSURE DROP 
40 60 
TIME (sec) 
Figure 3.2.9 The age distribution vernis nominal annulus diameter for a constant 
pressure diop. 
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These 99% times dong with the minimum and average tunes are ploaed in Figure 
3 2.10 as hctions of the diameter of the annulus Again, the velocity is reduced to maintain 
the pressure coostant for each system One can see that although the minimum and average 
times are not changed dramatically, the effect on the tirne at which 99% of the material, 
entering the system at a pdcular time instaat, exits nom the system is more pronounced. 
This is very important in ternis of answering questions pertaining to purging of the system 
when switching h m  one materid to another and degradation of the polymer. This increase 
in residence time may resdt in excessive polymer degradation and the formation of gels. 
This d y s i s  has also assumed that the flow in the annulus is uniforni. This is 
only tme if the side feed distribution system is designed properly or if sutFcient length is 
provided for the flow to even out on its own. Of course, this WU create additional pressure 
drop in the annuiar design which is not required in the poa design. 
3.2.4 RTD and Flow Rate 
Up to now the analysis has focused on the design of the coexhusion system but the 
operation of the system is just as important if not more so. Consider a three layer 
coextnision die designed to produce a fiim of equal layer ratios (1: 1 : 1). It wiU be assumed 
that the maximum production rate, due to cooling Limitations, is 540 kg/hr (180 kg/hrAayer) 
and so each layer is mpplied by a 90 mm (3.5") extruder. Even though the £tow channels are 
designed for a 1 : 1 : 1 ratio, it is quite likely that the need may arise for the die to produce a 
film with a layer ratio of 8: 1 :3 or 360 kg/hr through the ùiwr layer, 45 kghr through the 
middle Iayer and 135 kglhr through the outer layer. if the upper Iimit on the extruder is 270 
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kg/hr, then in order to maintain the required layer ratios* the output of the other two layers 
will have to be reduced The flow rate through the outer layer will be 100 kg/hr and the 
output tbrough the middle layer will be 34 kg/hr- The flow rate through the middle layer has 
been reduced to less than 114 of what it was designed for. Figure 32-11 shows the 
broadening of the RTD as the flow rate is reduced through a tube with an ID. of 5 cm and 
a length of 25 cm. This is only for a podon of the flow path but it shows how the 99% point 
uicreases from about 34 s at 180 k g k  to 136 s at 45 k g h .  
Performing this analysis for the complete system is much more difncult because 
the poiymer flowitig through each section of the die (adapters, ports, spirals, chambers, etc) 
will have a different velocity profile. Determining the RTD of two or three relatively short 
flow paths of varying geometry can be done quite easily using a Fiaite Element Method 
(FEM) analysis (Vlachopoulos et ai, 1989). For large flow systems however, a FEM d y s i s  
is prohibitively expensive due to the amount of CPU t h e  and memory required. 'The 
following section will present a procedure for quanafyulg the residence tirne behaviour of 
the spirai distribution system. 
Most, ifnot'ali, polymer degradation takes place on the surfkes that comprise the 
flow system (screw, adaptor, block, die, etc). Since it is the polymet that is 'sticicing' to the 
d a c e  of the flow channels that has the highest potential for degradation, this surface area 
must be kept to a minimum. This analysis demonstrates how the port system offers the best 
design for obtaining lower relative system pressures while maintaining adequate velocities 
to ensure lower residence times.The analysis presented also shows the drarnatic effect that 
flow rate (velocity) has on the RTD and how this can lead to processing difficulties. 
EFFECT OF DIE DIAMETER ON CHARACTERISTIC RESIDENCE TUES 
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Figure 3 -2.10 Various residence times versus nominal a ~ u l u s  diameter. 
- EFFECT OF FLOW RATE ON RTD 
PORT DIE DESIGN 
O f E U u -  5 cm. LENCTH - 2 s . 4 a  - 
Figure 3.2.1 1 The RTD vernis flow rate for a given systern. 
One of the mon important components in a tubular nIm system is the die which 
distribues the melt into a d o m  annular ff ow- As discussed earlier, this is typicdy done 
within a spiral distriiution system. The compiexity of the flow field, which exists ui a spiral 
distribution system, requires that it be analyzed by numencal techniques. One of the moa 
successful modehg techniques is the Control Volume Method (CVM) which 
approximates the flow system as a set of rnany smaller flow systems. This approach has 
been used to develop computer simulations that can accurately predict the flow patterns 
within spiml distribution systerns (Vïcek et al, 1988). However, there has been üttie or no 
work to date on incorporating the capability of determinhg the residence tirne distribution 
to this analysis. Some preliminary investigations into the residence tirne distribution of a 
spiral mandrel die have been presented in a paper by Perdikouiias and Tzoganakis (1 989), 
which included a very simplined model. It is believed that the appmach presented here will 
provide more accurate and detaiied results taat cm be used for quantitative comparisons. 
33.1 Description of Method 
From the existing computer simulations the average velocities in each of the 
control volumes, that comprise the spiral distribution system, are known. This implies that 
each control volume has a residence tirne associated with it. The total residence time 
experienced by an element of polymer melt at the exit of the spiral distribution system will 
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be a hction of the t h e  it spends withh the control volumes through which it passes during 
its course through the die. From the fiow anaiysis, it is possible to detennine ail of the 
possible flow paths h m  the entrante of the distniution system to the exit. F d e r ,  it is also 
possible to calculate the volume m o n  ofpolymer melt for each flow of these fiow paths. 
The redting volume fiaction and corresponding residence time data c m  be used as an 
indication of the residence tirne d i s a i i o n  of the polymer melt within the die. 
The foilowing example wili help to iilustrate this method Consider the flow 
system in Figure 3 3.1. The system is divided into 6 control volumes. Assume that 100 units 
of material enter this systern fiom the left of the first contml volume and exit fkom the top 
of control volumes 4,s and 6. F d e r ,  the flow distribution in the system is also known to 
be as shown. For instance, the 100 units that enter control volume 1 are disûibuted such that 
60 units go to conaol volume 2 and 40 mits go to control volume 4. Of course, the sum of 
the material exiting fiom control volumes 4, 5 and 6 is equal to the material entering the 
system. Now consider the flow in control volume 6. The fiow adysis has indicated that 
30% of the material to enter the system will corne out of this coDtrol volume. This 30% 
however, consists of material that h& amived at this point by 3 possible paths: 
OUTPUT 
100 units 
INPUT i 1 i I
Figure 3.3.1 A simple flow system divided into 6 control volumes. 
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Since the possible flow paths are known, the amount of material through each path 
can be determined Consider path 1 : 
This meam that 2% of the onginai material took path 1. The residence time of this 
portion of materiai would therefore be the sum of the residence times in each of the control 
volumes that it passed through (1,4,5,6). Similarly, 8% of the original material took path 2 
(1,2,5,6) and 20% of the original material took path 3 (1,2,3,6). Through this analysis, the 
composition (volume fiaction through each path) of the material in each control volume can 
be determined dong with the corresponding residence time of each volume fraction. These 
data can then be used to compare designs which exhibit residence time related problems to 
designs which have been proven more successful. 
In this d y s i s ,  the residence time is represented by the average residence tirne of 
each control volume which is shply the volume divided by the flow rate. Hence, what 
results is not really a tme residence time distribution but a distribution of average residence 
thes. Neverihelesq this data should be better able to quantify the mUSng (spreading) effect 
of the spiral mandrel distribution. 
3 3 3  Appücation to a Spiral Die 
The method descrïbed above was applied to a spiral mandrel die used in some 
previously performed visuaikation experiments by Perdikouiias and Tzoganakis (1989). 
Figure 3.3.2 is a representation ofthe flow geometry. Details about the die geometry can be 
found in the onginal publication The residence t h e  analysis was perfomed for the two 
fiow fields w d  in the previously published experiments. 
The basic diffemnce between the dies was that Die 1 had a constant 1 mm gap 
between the body and the mandrel while Die 2 had a constant 2 mm gap between the body 
and the mandrel. This was accomplished by simply changïng the die body and thus keeping 
aU other dimension constant. Of course this gap change altered the flow field considerably 
as can be seen in Figure 3 -3 -3. This figure is a plot of the predicted volumetnc flow in the 
channel versus channel length for Die 1 and Die 2. For this anaiysis, the total spiral channel 
is divided into 60 control volumes or elements. hcreasing the die gap aliows more of the 
fluid to lave the chaanels sooner and increases the total hold-up volume of the system. This 
will result in a larger average residence the and a difTerent residence tirne distribution. 
The RTD analysis method descnbed above has k e n  used to determine the RTD 
for both Die 1 and Die 2 in order to determine whether the method could be used to quantify 
the daerences between these two dies. It should be noted that the 3-D flow field in the 
spiral mandrel distribution system is significantly more complex than the 6 element, 2-D 
flow field used in the above example. In fact, the 60 elements used in this analysis resulted 
Figure 3.3 -2 The flow geometry of the spiral mandrel die. 
Channel Flow vs Position 
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Figure 3.3.3 Channel flow versus channel length for the 1 mm and 2 mm gap geomew. 
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in over 5000 possiile paths the nuid couid take fbm the first to the Iast element The volume 
fiactions and cocfesponding average residence times were calculateci for each of the control 
volumes at the exit of the spiral Secfioa A time step of 0.25 seconds was chosen and volume 
kt ions  with average residence times within the same t h e  step were added together. This 
resulted in a complete average tesidence time distniution shown in Figures 3 -3 -4 and 3 -3.5 
for Die 1 and Die 2, respectively. Figure 3 -3 -4 shows a relatively MKOW distribution with 
a well defïned peak while Figure 3.3.5 shows a substantid broadening of the distribution 
resulting from the larger gap. 
Average Residence Time Distribution 
1 mm gap 
5 10 15 
Residence Time (s) 
Figure 3.3.4 Average residence time distribution for the 1 mm gap geometry. 
Average Residence Time Distribution 
2 mm gap 
5 10 15 
Residence Time (s) 
Figure 3.3.5 Average residence time distribution for the 2 mm gap geometry. 
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3.4 Discussio~ 
Even though the Die 1 geometry redted in the material having a shorter o v e d  
residence time in the system, it does not necessarily mean that it wili be the better design. 
Figure 3 3 3  shows that the channel flow in Die 1 does not realiy begin to d u c e  util about 
the 10th element. This means that ody about one haif of the total channel Iength is really 
being used to distrïibute the material. Figure 3.3.4 shows that the Die 2 geometry results in 
an almost linear reduction of channel flow over the total channel length. In other words, 
more of the spiral chanwl is being used to distribute the material. The correspondhg 
broader distn'bution s h o w  in Figure 33.6 indicates that the Die 2 geometry redts in better 
mking characteristics. This would tend to improve matenal homogeneity around the 
circderence of the die and ultimately the final product. The above method provides a 
means of quantifying a characteristic residence t h e  distribution for a spiral mandrel die 
based on a control volume method analysis. It should be emphasized however, that this 
characteristic residence time distribution is based on the average velocity of the material 
within each control volume and therefore does not account for the slow moving material near 
the surface of the flow field. 
CHAPTER 4 
NEW FLAT SPIRAL DIE DESIGN 
4.1 1ntrodugt.ion of Concept 
In Chapter 3 it was determineci that an a ~ u l a r  flow channel was a relatively 
inefficient method of conveying a polymcr melt and thetefore a port block design is 
preferable. Now consider the single layer blown film die shown in Figure 4.1.1. By 
removing the spiral channels and other detaiis, this die can be represented as a simple annula 
channei shown in Figure 4.1.2. Even though we have shown that the annuiar channel is 
inefficient at conveying polymer, at some point it is essential to creating a tube. Now 
consider a similar representation of a typical5 layer coextrusïon die configuration shown in 
Figure 4.1.3. The Iayers are nested together with each layer represented by an annulus at the 
indicated diameters. The centre layer 'C' rnerges with layers 'B' and 'Dy and then these 
three layers merge with layers 'A' and 'E' prior to exiting the die. N o w  consider the 
foiiowing. The production rate in the blown film process is t y p i d y  coohg limiteci. Since 
cooling is a fiinction of the surface area, the output becornes a hction of the die s k .  ln 
fact the ind- commody refers to a specîfïc output rate such as (rate)/(circumfferetiai exit 
length) or (rate)/(die exit diameter). Therefore, if the single layer die s h o w  in Figure 4.1 2 
and the 5 layer die s h o w  in Figure 4.1.3 had the same nominal exit diameter and they 
Figure 4.1.1 A single Iayer spiral rnandrel blown film die. (Brampton Engineering) 
i-= 
I 
NOMINAL OIAMETER -l 
Figure 4.1.2 A simple representation of a single layer annula die. 
E X I T  DIAMETER 1 
Figure 4.1 -3 A simple representation of a five layer annular die. 
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were processing the same polymer, the production rate of both these dies wouid be identicai. 
However, the 5 layer die has approxhately 5 times more suffice area than the single layer 
die. Furthemore, the d a c e  area is lowest for the imer layer and increases towards the 
outer layers. 
Now consider the design fiom a fluid mechanics viewpoint. If it is asmmed that 
the flow in the 5 layer die is divided e q d y  among the 5 layers, then, each layer wouid have 
1/5 the amount of materid that would be fIowing through the single layer die. If the design 
critenon requires that the polymer fIowing through each of the layea has the same average 
velocity as the polymer flowing through the single layer die, then the cross section area of 
each layer wodd have to be reduced accordingly. The d y s i s  in chapter 3 showed how 
dramaticaily the pressure drop increased as the flow was reduced but the average velocity 
remained constant It was also shown, in chapter 3, how the pressure requirements increase 
with the nominal diameter of the annulus. These results prompted the development of an 
improved design which would be more efficient at conveying the polymer while stiU 
mainta;ning the benefits of a spiral mamtel distribution systezn. 
It was deduced that the difTerence in suffie area amongst the layers could be 
minimized if the layers were stacked on top of each other as repiesented in Figure 4.1.4 . In 
this figure each layer would consist of two plates which form a module. It is relatively easy 
to see that the fiow area of all of the modules can be identical if so desired. The only layer 
which would be exposed to a sipnincantly higher surface area than the rest would be the 
inside layer which would flow against the surface of the centre m d r e l .  This is of Little 
E X I T  
r- OIAMETER -1 
- 
Figure 4.1.4 A simple representation of a five layer 'stacked' anndar die. 
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consequence since this material would genedy  be a relatively stable plyolefia The 
polymer in each of the other layers would only contact the nirface of its own module before 
being encapsulated by the next layer. This is especidy significant since the materials in 
these layers are generaliy adhesives and bamer resins which are more prone to thermal 
degradation (Foster, 1989; Volungus, 1991) . The hcreased d a c e  area of the inside layer 
can be offset by the fact that the mmdrel diameter c m  be kept relatively s d .  This also 
helps to reduce the pressure requirements of the system. 
It should be pointed out that the idea of 'stacking' the layers is not completely new. 
In fact, this 'stacked' configuration has been used with blow moulding dies since the late 
50's (Colombo, 1958; Shrenk, 1967). However, these designs had some disadvantages 
which made them unattractive for blown film applications. In general, these designs used 
a simple side feed distribution system as  show in Figure 4.1.5. The polymer is essentidy 
spiit into two flow streams which are distributed around the circderence of the die and 
meet at a point directly opposite to the entraDce point. This would resemble a flat die 
distribution systern that has ken wrapped around so that the edges would connect. This 
distribution system, however, Mers h m  a couple of drawbacks. First, the merging of the 
streams aroimd the back of the die entrance generaliy resuits in a stagnant flow region where 
the polymer may degrade. Secondly, there is no overlapping of the flow streams as wodd 
happen in a conventional spiral mandrel die. This means that the orientation of the weld line 
wodd be perpendicular to the axis of the die and possibly result in a weak point or a v i d  
defect in the niial product In addition, the lack of overlapping makes the die more sensitive 
to any inhomogeneities in the melt meam entering the die. For these reasons, it was 
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desirable to incorporate a spirai distxi%ution system into the new configuration. 
Figure 4.1 -6 is a drawing of a fia? spiral distrifiution system with 4 spirals, each of 
which travels 360 degrees. Figure 4.1.7 is a side view showing how the depth of the spiral 
decreases h m  its staa to its finish. The polymer entering the die must be divided equally 
among the spirals. This is done with a binary distribution system prior to the spimis as 
shown in Figure 4.1.6. in the binary distniution system, the polymer entering the die is first 
divided into two identical flow streams. Then each of these streams is also divided into two 
streams resulting in 4 streams of equal flow. The flat spiral distribution system then 
distributes the flow in a similar manner as would a conventional cylindricai spiral 
distribution system. The goal is to obtain a circderentiaiiy Worm radial fiow Stream. 
This radial Stream can then be redirected to flow in the die's axial direction. The foliowing 
section describes the development of a modeiiing procedure for ensuring a proper 
distribution system design. 
- - 
Figure 4.1.5 A typical side feed distribution system. 
Figure 4.1 -6 A flat spiral die distribution system with 4 spilals. 
Figure 4.1 -7 A cross section of a flat spiral die distribution system. 
The modehg technique that be used is based on the Control Volume Method 
which was used by Vlcek et al (1988) for the modeUing of conventionai spiral mandreL dies. 
The method begins with the division of the fiow field into a set of smaii control volumes. 
Consider just the spirai section of the ff at spiml distniution system shown in Figure 4.1.6. 
It is fairIy easy to see that there is a periodicity to the geometry such that each quadrant is 
identical. The analysis can be shplified Ïfthis periodicity is used because only one quadrant 
(or section) wiii have to be modeiled. Figure 42.1 represents one section of a spiral flat die 
which has been divided radiaiiy (r-direction) and circumferentiaily (0dkection). The radial 
divisions are a resuit of the number of overiaps that are used; 4 in this case. The number of 
circderentiai divisions is arbitrMy chosen as 5 for the purpose of this dernonstration. For 
actual design purposes, the number of division depends on the design and the required 
accuracy. This has a particular influence on the first assumption that is made during this 
modelling procedure; neglecting the effect of curvature. Figure 4.2.2 represents a 
perspective view of one major control volume h m  Figure 4.2. 1. Figure 42.3 is a side view 
of a fiat spiral section showing the flow directions and the sub-division into smaller coatrol 
volumes. Each control volume is assumeci to have two significant flow directions (Q and q) 
as represented by the arrows in the Figuns. In addition, each contml volume also has a 
pressure node associated with i t  Another assumption that is made is tbat ail the flows are of 
the Poiseuille type. This means that the flow in any direction is a fiinction of the pressure 
drop. 
Figure 4.2.1 A representation of one periodic section in flat spiral distribution system 
; 
r Top Plate '\ 
Figure 4.2.2 A perspective view of the geometry showing the flow field. 
Figure 4.2.3 A perspective view of the flow field showing the three different types of 
control volumes. 
Figure 4.2.4 A representation of the variables associated with a type 3 control volume 
(flow between flat plates). 
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Figure 4-24 represents a typicai control volume which can be modelled as flow 
between two fiat plates. The flow equations take the following fomi: 
where f(Q,q) and g(Q,q) represent the resistance hctions and Q and q are the volumetric 
flow rates in the x and y directions, respectively. 
For a power-law viscosity model, the resistance functions take on the foUowing 
where Dl,  D2 and S are the dimensions shown in Figure 4.2.4. The quantity y is the total 
shear rate given by: 
A third independent equation cornes h m  continuity of flow: 
where Q* and q* are the volumetric flows in adjacent control volumes. The remaining 
equations can be found in the Literature (Vicek et al, 1988). 
There are essentially two boundary conditions in this problem. First, the flow 
entering the distribution system is assumed to be known or specified. Second, the pressure 
at the exit of the distribution system is also assurned to be Imown. It is genedy assumed 
to be zero gauge. Since there is a periodicity to ihis fiow field, it is advantageous to use a 
perïodic boundary condition. This simply states that the flow that exits fbm one side of the 
flow field is qua1 to the flow entering h m  the other side. Since the equations are denved 
for a non-Newtonian fluid, an iterative approach is used to obtain a solution. The initial 
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condition assumes that there is a constant rate of flow out of the channel to the exit. A 
Fortran cornputer program was wrïtten to perform the above anaiysis and the foUowing 
section presents a verifkation of  the resuiîs. 
In order to check the simulations and confinn the accuracy of the model, a 
prototype die was designed and maaufactureci. It was determined that the die would be 
designed for an LLDPE and tested with 3 materials. These are 2 LLDPEs (Dow 2045 and 
Dow 2071) and 1 LDPE (Dow 607). The material properties used in the simulations are 
shown in Table 4.3.1- 
Table 4.3.1 Material Propertïes for Experimental Evaluation 
Consistency Index 




The die rnanufactured had 4 spùais, each of which travelled 360". The input 
parameters for the simulation are shown in Table 4.3.2. The number of divisions per section 
is 10 and die solution tolerance for convergence requires that the nom of the residuals is less 
















Table 4.3.2 input Parameters for the Simulation 
1 Staaing Diameter (mm) 1 3302 
Initial Channel Width (mm) 12.7 
Number of Channels 4 
- - 
1 Flow Rate (kg/hr) 1 110 
Consistency Coefficient (Pôsn) 8 100 
Number of divisions 10 
EndiDg Gap (mm) 1 4.0 
Parameter 
Enhg  Diameter (mm) 
Value 
152.4 
Number of Overlaps l 4  
Ending Channel Depth (mm) 
Density (kg/m3) 1 760 
O 
Power-Law Index 1 -565 
Solution Tolerance 1 -01 
Figures 4.3.1 to 4.33 show the predicted flow characteristics of the die using the 
parameters in Table 4-32. Figures 4.3.1 is a plot of the channel flow along the channel 
showing a smooth decline. Figure 4.3.2 is a plot of the pressure drop along the charme1 
which also shows a relatively constant rate of pressure &op. Figure 4.3 3 is a plot of the 
predicted final flow variation for ail three models. These fiow characteristics were obtained 
through an iterative process. The cnteria for the desired shape of the flow channel flow 
curve and the magnitude of the thickness variation were based on current design experience 
with successful conventional spiral designs. Figure 4.3.4 to 4.3.6 show the flow 
characteristics of the 2071 and 607 material through the die. The mode1 predicts that both 
of these materials wili perfiorm in a simüar fashion to the design material. 
Channel Flow vs Position 
Position (Degrees) 
Figure 4.3.1 The predicted flow rate dong the charnel of the prototype flat spiral die 
(Material, Dow 2045). 
Channel Pressure vs Position 
135 180 225 
Position (Deg rees) 
Figure 4.3.2 The predicted pressure dong the c h e l  of the prototype flat spiml die 
(Material, Dow 2045). 
Flow Variation vs Circumference 
15 , I 
Position (Degrees) 
Figure 4.3.3 The predicted flow variation at the end of the flat spiral distribution 
system (Material, Dow 2045). 
Channel Flow vs Position 
Position (Degrees) 
Figure 4.3.4 The predicted flow rate dong the channel of the prototype flat spiral die 
for the Dow 2071 and the Dow 607 materiais. 
Channel Pressure vs Position 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Position (Degrees) 
Figure 4.3.5 The predicted pressure dong the channel of the prototype flat spiral die for 
the Dow 2071 and the Dow 607 matenals. 
Flow Variation vs Circumference 
15 
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Position (Dearees) 
Figure 4.3.6 The prediaed flow variation at the end of the flat spiral distributioa for the 
Dow 2071 and the Dow 607 materials. 
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The die was m a n u f e  by Brampton Engineering and connected to a 63 mm 
lab line extruder. Since the purpose of this test was to obtain information about the 
disaiution of the polymer in the new flat spirai distriiution system, the die lip restrictions 
were not incorporated in the design. The effects of air cooling and stretching were 
eliminated by extruding the melt downward into a cold water bath Mmediately as it exited 
the die.. This essentidy produced a pipe with the same diameter as the exit of the die 
(approximately 100 mm) and a wall thickness of about 6 - 7 mm. The waiI thickness of the 
pipe samples was measured at 40 points around the cixderence. The variation of the 
thickness is plotted in Figure 43.7 and this provides an indication of the distribution 
uniformity. The thickness variation appeared to be below the predicted variations of the 
mode1 of about +/- 6 %. Furthemore, there does not appear to be a periodic variation as 
predicted by the model. Figure 4.3.8 shows the measured thickness variation for materials 
207 1 and 607. Again, the actual thickness variation is lower than the predicted variation 
indicating that the simulation tends to overpredict the flow variation. This provides the 
designer with some confidence that the actual thickness variation will be lower than 
predicted. 
Having established that the flat spiral distribution system was capable of 
distributhg the polymer, the die was outfItted with a proper set of die lips, an air ~g and 
it was hstalled on the blown film line to produce film as shown in Figure 4.3.9. Figure 
4.3.10 show the m d  thiclmess variation h m  film samples produced on the die using 
2071 and 607. In both cases there is no apparent indication of a periodic thickness variation 
indicating that the flat spiral distribution system is performing in a satisfactory way. 
Parison Thickness Variation 
I 
O 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 
Ci rcumferencial Position (Degrees) 
Figure 4.3.7 Thickness variation of the parison produced with 2045. 
Parison Thickness Variation 
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Figure 4.3.8 Thickness variation of the parison produced with 2071 and 607. 
Figure 4.3.9 A photograph of the die with an air ring producing film. 
Film Thickness Variation 
O 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 
Circumferential Position (Degrees) 
Figure 4.3.10 Percent thickness variation of the 40 micron fiim produced with 2071 and 
607. 
4.4 S d  Die ExacrimcntJ 
This portion of the chapter focuses on an experimental and theoreticai analysis of 
a d e r  die. This die had 2 spirais and an exit üp diameter of 50 mm, 
4.4.1 Thickness variation and CVM cornparison 
Figure 4.4.1 is a photo of the smaii flat spiral die that was used in these 
experiments. Figure 4.4.2 contains a perspective view of the mid flat spiral system dong 
with a cut-away view showing the cross section of the fiow field. Figure 4.4.3 is a close up 
of one side of the c m  section. The die was designed based on the Conml Volume Method 
descnbed above and manufactured by Brampton Engineering. Table 4.4.1 contains the 
design parameters of this die. 
Table 4.4.1 The smaii flat spiral design parameters. 
Parameter 
Starting Diameter (mm) 
s w g  Gap (-1 
. - 
Starting Channel Depth (mm) 
Channel Width (mm) 
Number of Channels 
Flow Rate (kg/hr) 
Consistency Coefficient (Pasn) 







24 Density (kg/m3) 
208 18 Power-Law Index 





Endhg Diameter (mm) 
Ending Gap (mm) 
Endhg Channel Depth (mm) 







Figures 4.4.4 to 4-46 show the fiow characteristics of this die using the parameters 
in Table 4.4.1. Figure 4.4.4 is a plot of the channel flow again showing a relative smooth 
decline dong the length of the channel. Figure 4.4.5 is a plot of the pressure drop indicating 
Figure 4.4.1 A photograph of a small flat spiral die. 
Figure 4.4.2 A perspective view of the s m d  die flat spiral distribution system (above) 
and a cut-away view (below). 
Figure 4.4.3 A close up Mew of haif the cross section of the smaU flat spiral die- 

Pressure Drop Along Channel 
O 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 405 450 495 540 
Channel Position (Degrees) 
Figure 4.4.5 The predicted pressure dong the channel. 
Exit Flow Variation 
O 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 
Circumferenüal Position (Decirees) 
Figure 4.4.6 The predicted final flow variation. 
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a graduai deciine h m  the initial 33 Mpa to zero. Figure 4.4.6 is a plot of the predicted final 
thickness variation around the circderence at the exit In this design the material is 
predicted to have a thickness variation of about -9 to +4 % 
As in the previous experiment, the die was c o ~ e ~ t e d  to an extruder and the 
polymer was extruded downward into a water bath. Figure 44.7 shows the percentage 
thickness variation of two samples having ah average thickness of 650 microns. The line is 
a 6" order least squares fit of the data showing the trend. Figure 4.4.8 shows the percent 
thickness variation on achiai film sampies produced with the same die and material. The 
average thickness of the film samples was 45 microns. It appean tbat the measured thickness 
variation is about -7% to +IO% which is in the same order of magnitude with the mode1 
predictions. 
4.4.2 Visualiution Experiments 
Visuaiization experiments have ken  found to be very helpful in temis of 
improving one's understanding of the fiow field and what is happening within the die. In 
some instances, Msualization experiments can aiso help ver@ the accuracy of mathematical 
models and computer simulations. Figure 4.4.9 shows a dupiicate of the metal die that 
is manufactured fimm a clear acrylic polymer. This aiiowed for the direct obse~ation (and 
video recording) of the flow field Figure 4.4.10 contains a photograph and a schematic of 
the experimental setup. A 340 cst. silicone fluid was circulated through the die using a 
centrifiigal pump. The die was constructeci such that, upon exiting the die. the silicone fluid 
would flow back into the reservoir. A metering valve was used to control the flow rate. 
Parison Thickness Variation from Small Die 
Circumferential Position (Degrees) 
Figure 4.4.7 Meanved thickness variation of two parisons. 
Film Thickness Variation (small die) 
O 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 
Circumferential Position (degrees) 
Figure 4.4.8 Meanired thickness variation of two film samples. 
Figure 44.9 A photograph of the small die manufachire fiomctear acryiic. 
I Camera 
Figure 4.4.10 A schematic of the experirnental setup. 
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Injection ports were drilled at 4 locations for the purpose of injecting a coloued (black) 
pawr into the flow field. Figure 4.4.1 1 shows the location of the injection ports which will 
be referred to as 1 through 4 as shown. In addition, the tip of the injection needle could be 
placed at any point across the h w  field as show in the inset in Figure 4.4.1 1. The tracer 
coasisted of some carbon black powder mixeci into the silicone fiuid and injected with a 
manually operated syringe. A needle valve was used to control the flow at about 400 
d m i n .  This would represent a fbw rate of about 24 kg/hr which would be typical of a die 
with a 50 mm exit dimeter. A video camera was placed above the die to record ail of the 
observations. 
Although the resuits are best viewed in the video tape, the highlights WU be 
presented here. Figure 4.4.12 is a photograph showing the path of the tracer fiom injection 
points la and lb. It can be seen that the matenal fkom point la exits the channei 
immediately, flows over the land and is swept clockwise for about 90" before it begins to 
flow radially to the exit. Figure 4.4.12b shows a photograph of the tracer path fiom 
injection point I b, the inside centre d a c e  of the right iniet channel. In this case, the tracer 
can be observed to continue dong the d a c e  of the channels for about 2700 before it begins 
to flow radialiy and exits fiom the die. 
Figures 4.4.13 shows the tracer paths for outside and inside, respectively, centre 
surface injection points for the lefi inlet channel. It is interesthg to note that dthough the 
Figure 4.4.1 1 The location of the injection points used in this experirnents. 
Figure 4.4.12 Photographs of the tracer path fiom injection points 1 a(4.4.12a-top) and 
1 b(4.4.12b-bottom) 
Figure 4.4.13 Photographs of the tracer path h m  injection points 2a(4.4.13a-top) and 
2q4.4.13 b-bottom) 
design of the die appears to be symmetric and both paths h m  the die entrance to the spirals 
are of equal length, the distribution of the material is différrat in each spiral. Of particdar 
importance is the flow at the outer sides of each of the two inlet channeIs (Figures 4.4. I2a 
and 4-4.13a). This flow represents the slow moving material that has been flowing against 
the wail of the adaptor that connects the extruder to the die. Upon entering the die, this 
material fiom the adaptor is split into the two flow paths l e d g  to each of the two spirals. 
At this point, the material in each of the channels colisists of high residence time material in 
the outer portion of the channel and low residence t h e  material in the inner portion. The 
distribution of this matenal within the die now depends on which side is considered. In the 
right channel, the high residence tirne material wiil exit the die as shown in Figure 4.4.12a 
but ia the left channel, the high residence time materiai wilI exit the die as shown in Figure 
4.4.1 3a Of course, if the adaptor is very short relative to the length of the flow channels in 
the die, the effect of this aqmmetry wül be only dependent on the die and the length of the 
left and right charnels. This discussion of course neglects any residence time distribution 
patterns that are created within the extruder. 
Figures 4.4.14a and 4.4.141, are photographs showing the path of the tracer for 
injections at the top centre surfaces of the right and left inlet channels, respectively (injection 
points 3 and 4). In this case, both flow paths are similar with the material travelling about 
300" fkom the initial gap. It was observed that this material took the Longest time to emerge 
fiom the die indicating that the path was one of relatively low shear rate (or shear stress). 
Figure 4.4.14 Photographs of the tracer path h m  injection points 3(4.4.14a-top) and 
4(4.4.14b-bottom) 
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During the Msualization experiment, it was observed that the flow field appeared 
to achieve steady state within a few seconds of starting the pump. This made it possible to 
fiIl a portion of the channel in the region of the injection port aud then start the pump and 
observe the distribution of material fkom that channe1. Figures 4.4.15(1-9) are a senes of 
photographs showing the distribution of the 'plug' of tracer from the right channel. It 
appears as though the materiai fkom the right channe1 distributes itseif primarily in the lefi 
half of the die despite the fact that the channel wraps around 540°. 
Figure 4.4.15 A sequence of photographs showing the distribution of a 'plug' of tracer 
injected in the right channeI(1). 
'igure 4.4.15 Continued sequence of photographs showing the distribution of a 'plug' of 
tracer injected in the right channel(2 top, 3 bottom). 
Figure 4.4.15 Continued sequence of photographs showing the distribution of a 'plug' of 
tracer injected in the right channel(4 top, 5 bottom). 
Figure 4.4.15 Continued sequence of photogmphs showhg the distribution of a 'plug' of 
tracer hjected in the right charme1 (6 top, 7 bottom). 
Figure 4.4.15 Continued sequence of photographs showùig the distribution of a 'plug' of 
tracer injected in the right chamel. (8 top, 9 bottom) 
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4.5 Benefiîs to Coetrnsign 
The dnMng force for the deveiopment of the new die was the improvement of the 
coexmision process. In orda to somewbat quanti@ the differences between the new system 
and the conventionai system, a comparison WU be d e  between two coextnision dies 
designed to produce the same product. Figure 4.5.1 is a drawing ofa conventional style 5 
layer coexmisioa die using the concentrk mandrel priuciple and lower distribution block. 
Figure 4.5.2 is a drawing of the new 5 layer die with the stacked spiral configuration. In 
order to minimize the variables and simplify the comparison, it was assumed uiat all layers 
had the çame flow rate and the kune materid. The same techniques were used to calculate 
the residence t h e  and pressure drop h u g h  both systems. 
Table 4.5.1 contains the predicted pressure &op and residence time for each layer 
("Aw-inner to "Ensuter) of a conventional five layer die. Table 4.5.2 contains the same 
information for the new die design. 
Table 4.5.1 Pressure h o p  and Average Residence T i  through a Conventional 5 Layer die 
Layer Pressure @Pa) Avg. Residence T i e  (seconds) 
Figure 4.5.1 A conventional 5 layer spiral mandrel die. 
Figure 4.5.2 A new stacked 5 layer flat spiral die 
Table 4.5.2 Prasure Drop and Average Residence Time h u g h  New 5 Layer die 
From Tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, it can be seen that the new die system has both a 
lower residence time and pressure drop for layers 'C, D' and 8. Layer 'B' of the new design 
has a slightly higher resïdence time but a much lower pressure drop. For the 'A' or inner 
iayer, however, the new die design had a lower pressure &op but a higher residence tirne 
than the conventional design. Of coune the relationship between pressure dmp and 
residence time creates an infinite number of design posnïties making an exact cornparison 
very difficuit. Perhaps a better way of comparing the two systems is to compare the wetted 
surface area or the amount of steel that the polymer is exposed to. This is believed to be a 
better comparison because, whereas the residence time and pressure drop are interdependent, 
the d a c e  area is more dependent on the construction of the die. Figure 4.5.3 compares the . 
total wetted d a c e  area of each Iayer in the conventional system with the total wetted 
surface area of  each layer in the new system. 














apparent Wlth the exception of the imer layer, which must flow dong the centre stem, the 
wetted sinîace area of the new sy- is much Iess than the conventional system, Again, the 
Merences are more pronounced for the outer layers. Hetein is the fiindamentai benefit of 
the new constriLction. Reducing the s d k e  area over which the polymer must be spreaci out 
is basically the same as reducing the tength ofthe flow passages. This reduces the pressure 
Conventional New 
1 Conventional 11 930 1 iOao : 1290 1500 1 3470 i 
\New II isao i 680 : 680 1 680 t 870 j 
Figure 4.5.3 Cornparison of wetted surface area in a conventionai die with the new die. 
requirements of the system as weU as the potential for degradation because less polymer is 
exposed to the metal surfaces of the die. 
In pmctice, both the operating pressure and the residence time are w d  to design 
the coextnision system. The design of a particdar layer may be biased by the designer 
towards lower pressure or lower residence time depending on the requirements of the 
polymer that is to be processed in that particulat layer. As mentioned earlier, the inner ('A') 
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and outer ('E3 layers are commonly very stable polyolefh materials which are very 
'forgiving' to the design. Ofgreater importance are the inner layers which constinite a s m d  
portion of the flow and are generally more heat sensitive. These are materials such as 
adhesive r e s b  and barrier resins such as EVOH *ch are more prone to degradation and 
gel formation. 
This new type of system also lends itself to a moduiar die consüuction in which 
each layer can be thought of as a separate module. A sipnincant benefit reaiized fiom this 
type of die construction is that it makes temperature isolation more feasïb1e. This is done by 
minimi7ing the contact area between modules, as shown in Figure 4.52, and leaving a s m d  
air gap. This minimizes the heat M e r  between the modules making it possible to nui 
adjacent layers at different temperatures. This helps to reduce the amount of time that a 
particular layer must be exposed to the processing temperature of another layer which, in 
him, reduces the nsk of polymer degradation. Figure 4.5.4 is a drawing of the first 
comrnercidy available 8 layer blowa film die that is currentiy in operation and figure 4.5.5 
is an actual photograph of this die1. 
As a result of this research, Brampton Engineering has manufactured over 50 fiat spiral 
coextmsion dies which are cunently producing 3 to 8 layer films worldwide. 

Figure 4.5.5 A photograph of an 8 layer flat spiral die. 
CaAPTER 5 
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD ANALYSIS 
5.1 FIDAP Overview 
The die that was presented in section 4.4 was of sufnciently small size to allow for 
numericd simlation using a Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis. The analysis was 
penormed using a comrnercially avaiiable FEM package cded FIDAP. The biggest benefit 
of the FEM is its ability to provide a much more detailed description of the flow field. This, 
in turn, provides the capability to perfomi particle traces which help to greatiy enhance our 
understanding of the flow behaviour. This also allows for the numerical veri£ïcation of the 
observations made during the visualization experiments that were performed on the acryüc 
die, 
FDAP is a general purpose computational fluid dynamics code, developed by 
Fluid Dynamics Intemationai, that uses the Finite Element Method (FEM) to simulate many 
classes of fluid flows. In the FEM, the flow region is subdivided iato a number of mail 
regions, cded eIements. The unknown variables (pressure, velocities and temperature) are 
approximated by certain 'shape fbctiom' over each element. Then, the Navier-Stokes 
equations of  fluid mechanics are replaced by ordinary differential, for transient andysis, or 
algebraic equations, for steady state analysis in each element The system of these equations 
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is then solved by sophisticated nume&d techniques to determine the velocities, pressures, 
temperatrnes, species concentrations and other unknowns throughout the region. Although 
FIDAP is a general purpose computatiod fluid dynamics (CFD) package capable of king 
applied to almost any flow field, this o v e ~ e w  ili focus on the nquirements for polymer 
processing simulations. The d e r  isrefened to the FIDAP reference manuals for detailed 
information about the software. 
FIDAP essentidy consists of seven program modules, each of which will be 
briefly described in the following paragrapb. 
FI-GEN: This is the interactive mesh generation module which d o m  the user to mate  
a grid through a Graphical User Interface (GUI). This module essentidy uses 
a point-and-ciick approach to place points, and then connect them to fom lines, 
cwes ,  d a c e s  and soiids. AIthough it is relatively easy to leam and use, it 
does not aiiow for easy changes to the flow field making it difEcuit to use for 
everyday design purposes. 
FIMESH: This is the non-interactive mesh generation module wbich giws the user a little 
more flexibility with respect to data input. Although the data can be input via 
the keyboard, it is more cornmon to have it 'rd' in h m  a text file. Advanced 
users can create programs that wiU generate properly formatted FIMESH input 





?bis is the initiai and boundary condition piocessor module which aiiows the 
interactive graphitai specincation of the initial and boundary conditions. 
This is the module which d o m  the user to input material pmpaties and control 
infiormation for the pmblem. The usa can hteractively specify such parameters 
as the types of flows (2D, 3D, non-Newtonian, etc.) and the terms or equations 
that should be included in the solution. The solution procedures or methods are 
also specified within this module. 
FISOLVE: This module traasfonas the governing partiai differential equations in algebraic 
equations and solves them via various numerical techniques. 
FIPOST: This is the module that is used for post-processing of the results. It provides 
graphical display of the r d t s .  
The use of FIDAP (or any CFD software for that matter) requires a generai 
understanding of fluid mechanics, rheology, and numerical methods. The user must be able 
to correctly describe the flow field and choose the appropriate solution technique. 
Furthemore, the user should also be able to scnmnize the redts and distinguish between 
actual flow behaviour and numerical artifacts. 'Ihese skills will help reduce the tune and 
effort invoIved in order to obtain a valid solution. 
The procedure should begin with a weli defïned flow domain or geometry. This 
would preferably be a 
necessary dimensions. 
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detaüed CAD drawing h m  which the user can r d  d of the 
The material pro- data must ais0 be avaiiable for an accmte 
simulation aud the initial and bomdary conditions must also be known. Finally, the user 
must be able to select the equations that are to be solved and the appropriate solution 
approac h. 
There are basically two ways to enter and me& the geometry in FIDAP; the R- 
G M  module or the FIMESH module. The FI-GEN module is esisier to use initiaiiy because 
it provides an interactive graphitai user interfgce (GUI). The user 'builds' the flow field by 
designating points and connecting them with lines and arcs. FI-GEN also allows for the easy 
development of 3 D  geometnes by allowing the user to project 2-D d a c e s  along arbitrary 
paths in three dimensions. The FIMESH module provides the same featues as the FI-GEN 
module except that FIMESH generates the grid h m  a series of command hes. These 
command lines can be read fiom a file which &es it somewhat easier to make smail 
changes in the geometry and re-generate the grid Furthemore, the user may wish to make 
an extemal program that creates the FIMESH input nle h m  some simple parameters. Once 
the geometry has been defked, it must be meshed The wr bar a choice of several elements 
depending on requirements of the problem. For 3-D situatiom, the user can choose either 
8 or 27 node bridc elements, 6 or 18 node wedge elements and 4 or 10 node tetrahedral 
eiements. 
The main pre-processor module is FIPREP and it is the module that is used to 
define the problem and solution strategy. FIPREP can also be used to enter the bomdary and 
initial conditions of the problem. In the FIPREP module the user cm define the problem 
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characteristics so the program can use the appropriate temis in the equations. This includes 
specifying 2-D or 343, steady or t h e n t ,  compressible or incompressible, laminar or 
turbdent, linear or non-Iiaear, Newtonian or non-Newtoniaa, isothermal or non-isothermal, 
momentun or w momentun and a few more conditions. This is where a good knowledge 
of fluid mechanics can help because it will aliow the uset to estimate which terms are 
important and which terms can be eliminated and thus reduce the solution tune. 
FIDAP aiso dows  the user to select several solution strategies in order to solve 
the systems of equations. These include Successive Substitution, Newton Raphson and a 
Segregated Solver. Each of these has its own merits and should be used according to the 
demands of the problem. The Segregated Solver is particularly suited for large 3-D systems 
because it reduces the amount of memory required by essentidy solving for one component 
variable at a tirne. This may require many iterations but they are much faster than solving 
the complete system. The segregated solver is prefened for 3-D problems. There are three 
different approaches with the segregated solver: Projection, Update and Comction. The 
projection and update methods both solve directly for the pressure at each iteration; the only 
difKerence between the two methods is that the projection method penorms a mass 
adjutment of the velocity held at the end of each iteration. This ensures that the velocity 
field satisfies the continuity equation at each iteration rather than only when convergence is 
achieved. The correction method ciiffers fiom the projection and update methods in that at 
each iteration a pressure correction (increment) is solved for rather than the pressure directly. 
FIDAP dso allows for the application of a relaxation method. A relaxation 
method is used to improve convergence by controlling or modifying the sue of the seps 
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during the iteration proceedure. The ACCF parameter on the solution command sets the 
relaxation factor to the same constant value for al l  the degrees of fieedom. The relaxation 
data record aiiows different factors to be set for each degree offieedom, which is useful with 
the segregated soivers. 
The Conjugate Gradient Squared method (CGS) or the Generalized Minimal 
RESidud method (GMRES) are used to solve non-synimetric hear equation systems. To 
solve symmetric hear equation systems, the user can choose the Conjugate Residuai 
method (CR) or the standard Conjugate Gradient method (CG). The maximum number of 
iterations should be specified for each method. 
FlPOST is FlDM's graphics pst-processor module- The finite element anaiysis 
of any fluid flow problem of realistic Ne produces an abundance of numerical data that in 
itseif is very dificult to anaiyse and interpret. FIPOST is a graphical intedace that allows 
the user to visualize simulation d t s -  nie  solution fiie processed by FIPOST is the resuïts 
database file, FDPOST, produced by the FIDAP solver module FISOLV. FIPOST has 
extensive capabilities for displaying and dpulating the solution data. Some of the most 
usehl graphical redis include vector and contour plots of pressure, velocity and 
temperature. In addition, FLPOST can produce these plots through any plane that the user 
wishes to define. Other useful plotting features include line graphs of ai i  the variables dong 
any predefined path and particle tracing. Particle tracing is particularly useful in helping to 
visualize flow paths in complex flow fields. This information can help determine systern 
characteristics such as residence tirne distributions and mùring. In addition, particle traces 
can be performed backwards in tirne. This is a very wW. troubleshooting tool in that it can 
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lead to the source of a problem upstream (within the equipment or flow field) fiom where 
it is' observed (after exithg the equipment or flow field). 
For polymer pmcesing, the generai form of the Navia-Stokes equations reduce~ 
which assume a steady-state condition with no signincant buoyancy or body forces. It is dso 
assumed that the convective t e m  can be neglected due to the fact that polyrner flows are 
typically dominated by viscous forces redting in very low Reynolds number fïows. P is 
the pressure and r is the extra stress tensor. The form of the extra stress tensor depends on 
the constitutive equation that is used for the viscosity. For the case of a Newtonian fluid the 
extra stress tensor is defïned as: 
where p is the viscosity. 
Polymer fluids are also coasidered to be essentially incompressible resuiting in 
the continuity equation taking the form: 
where u represents the vetocity vector. 
The boundary conditions are the following. The idet velocity is hown (or 
çpecined) and aii the velocity components at a d a c e  defined as a w d i  are zero (A slip 
hypothesis). The reader is refened to the FIDAP manuais for more details on the FEM 
formulation of the problem. 
Va- 5.2 FEM A- of Wall Die T-ess 
The s m d  die descnbed in section 4.4 was analysed using the FEM method 
described above. Figure 5.2.1 is an isometric view and Figure 5.2.2 is a top view of the 
FEM grid w d  to descnbe the fiow field The FEM grid consisted of 9844 elements with 
9545 nodes and 16889 equations for an i sothed analysis. Figure 5.2.3 is a cross section 
of the grid showing the elements that are w d .  It was believed that this grid would 
sufnciently describe the flow field and provide accurate nsuits wbile also minimin'ng 
computationai demands. 
Figure 5.2.1 An isometric view of the FEM grid used for the small die 

Figure 5.2.3 A cross section view of the FEM grid. 
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Figure 5.2.4 is an isometric view of the pressure contour plot for an isothemai 
analysis. This figure shows a graduai reduction in pressure fiom the entrame to the exit of 
the die without any exceptionally hi& pressure drop areas. Figure 52.5 is a h e  graph of 
the pressure drop dong the chamel which d e s  it casier to see that there indeed is a fairly 
linear pressure &op fiom the start to the end of the channei. The FEM analysis predicts 
about a 50% higher pressure Qop dong the channel in cornparison to the CVM results 
shown in Figure 4.4.5. This ciifference is likely due to certain deficiencies in both methods. 
The sornewhat cnide grid that was use& to m .  the computational demands, will have 
some affect on the accuracy of the pressure predictions but the analytical expressions used 
in the development of the CVM also contribute to this difference. Figure 5.2.6 is a Iine 
graph of the speed variation aromd the circderence at the die exit. This represents a 
variation of about +/- 2% which is lower thau the actual measured range of about -6% to 
+9%. This merence must also be due to the inherent Merences and assumptions between 
the two modelling meîhods. 
A non-isothermal anaiysis was also performed in order to determine the effect 
of viscous dissipation on the distri'bution. The i s o t h e d  analysis was performed at a flow 
rate of 400 mlhin. Unfortunately, it was determineci that the FEM grid was not fine enough 
to ailow the non-isothermal solution to converge at the wne flow rates as the isothermal 
analysis. Consequently, the non-isothennal d y s i s  was done at lower flow rates. These 
were approxhately lllûth (Iow), l/Sth (medium) and 1/3rd (high) of the flow rate used in 
the isothermal analysis. Figure 5.2.7 is the d t h g  temperature contour plot for an analysis 
using 111 Oth the isothermal flow rate and an adiabatic boundYy condition on ali of the walls. 
The temperature rise due to viscous dissipation is about 18 Ca which is rather significant at 
such a low flow rate but also appears to be graduai and evenly distrïbuted. Figure 5.2.8 is 
plot of the centerhe temperature dong the channel for the three flow rates use& The 
temperature increases dong the chamiel but the amount depends on the fIow rate- However, 
the fluctuations also increase with i n d g  flow rate- It is believed that these fluctuations 
are due to the coarseness of the grid. The adiabatic boundary condition wouid cause the 
predicted temperature rise to be ariificiaily high since, in reality, some of this heat will go 
into the die but there is no doubt that this wouid have a signincant effect on the local 
viscosity of the material and consequentiy the flow distribution. Figure 5.2.9 is the line 
graph of the centerhe speed variation around the circumference of the die exit for ai l  three 
non-isothermai fiow rates. For the low and medium flow rates, the variation increases with 
increasing flow rate but maintains a similar pattern to what was observed experimentdy. At 
the high flow rate, the variation increases further but appears to be more random. These 
fluctuations in flow and temperature at the high flow rates would suggest that these results 
are questionable. 
Isothermal Analysis PRESSURE 1 
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Figure 5.2.4 FEM pressure contour plot of the small die (Isothennal analysis). 
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Figure 5.2.5 E M  pressure &op dong the channel in the smali die. 
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Figure 5.2.6 FEM speed variation at the exit of the smaii die. 
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Figure 5.2.7 FEM temperature contour plot for the small die. 
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Figure 5.2.8 FEM temperature dong the charnel for low, medium and high flow rates. 
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Figure 5.2.9 FEM S peed variation at the exit of the small die. (Non-isothed analysis 
for low, medium and high flowrates). 
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Nevertheles, the medium and iow flow rate d t s  suggest that includuig the non-isothermal 
effects can bring the predictions closer to the experimental data. 
Figure 52.10 is a line m h  of the speed at the centerline of the channel dong 
its length for an isothermal anaiysis. The FEM anaiysis predicts a decrease in speed with 
an abrupt change in speed at about one diird the length of the channe1 and a minimum at 
about 420" dong the charme1 position. The speed change at the one third point represents 
the effect of the point where the material that exits from the other chaanel enters this 
channel. Of more concern wodd be the minimum velocity area at about 80% of the channel 
length. This represents a region of vexy iow velocity d t i n g  in a high residence time of the 
material passing through this Location. Tbe occurrence of this local minimum can be 
explained as foilows. The materiai that leaks out of the channel begins to flow in the radiai 
direction towards the centre of the die. At the start of the channel the majority of the flow 
is in the spiral diredon within the channel. At the end of the spiral, ail of the flow is radial, 
inwards. This can be seen in Figure 53.1 1 which contaios two views of a velocity vector 
plot through a cross section of the die. Figure 5.2.12 is a closeup view of the velocity vector 
plot through a cross section of half the die. These plots show that the channel velocity 
vectors are large at the start of the spiral section and reduce towards the center of the die. 
It can be assurned that the low velocity point occurs where most of the material is flowing 
radially but the depth of the channel is stiil large enough to slow d o m  the material as it 
passes this area This may be a potential problem for ceriain polymers that are sensitive to 
prolong exposure to processing temperatures. It would no doubt be beneficial if the design 
could be altered to eliminate this minimum velocity area. 
Speed vs Channel Position 
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Figure S.S. 1 1 Velocity vector plots through a cross section of the die. 
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As previously mentioned, the FEM analysis provides &fiCient detail to prfom 
particle traces ttvoughout the flow field This essentiaüy mimics the tracer injection that was 
performed in the visukation expeziments. This has been demonstrated for a conventional 
spiral die by Coyle and Perdilcoulias (199 1 b). A set of particles were defined at the location 
correspondhg to the injection points of the visualization experiment. Figure 5.3.1 is an 
isometric view showing the pamcle paths of a set of particles that were introduced on a line 
comecting injection points la to 1 b and tracked In order to facilitate the cornparison to the 
visuahation experiment the subsequent particle plots wiU be shown fiom the same 
orientation as the enperiment (top view, entrance at bottom). 
Figures 5.32 to 53.4 are particle traces correspnding to the photographs of the 
experiment in Figures 4.4.8 to 4.4.10. Comparing the FEM resuits with the visualization 
experiments, it appears that the FEM d t s  are quite good conside~g the rather crude grid 
that was used. 
Another particle plot was used to mïmic the inîroduction of a plug of materid 
as represented by Figures 4.4.1 1 to 4.4.15. Many particles were placed throughout the cross 
section at the injection points and traced through the die. Figure 5.3.5 is a top view of the 
particle paths. These redts are very nmilar to the observations that the majority of the 
materiai nom the right chanael is distributed dong the lefi baif of the die. A similar 
response was observed for the left c h e l .  It is somewhat surprishg to see that despite the 
fact that the spirai channels travel540 O around the circumference, the material ftom each 
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charnel is only distniuted over one half of the die. This means that there is very Little 
overlapping of the materiais k m  each chamel. This is not what would be expected based 
on Figure 52.10 which indicaîes thaî the flow h m  one channel Leaks out over 400 O of 
channe1 length but it must be kept in miud that the resuits in Figure 52.10 are for a non- 
Newtonian while the visuaikation eqmiments are perfored with a Newtonian fluid The 
effect of the non-Newtonian behaviour will be disnissed in the following section. 
Figure 5.3.1 An isometric view a particle plot for the smali die. 
PARTXCLC PA? W 
PARZICLE 
PATH PLOT 
Figure 5.3.2 FEM particle traces fiom injection points la (top) and lb (bottom). 
Figure 5.3.3 FEM particle traces fiom injection points 2a (top) and 2b (bottom). 
PARTTCLK 
PART ICLE 
Figure 5.3.4 FEM particle traces from injection points 3a (top) and 4b (bottom). 
Figure 5.3.5 FEM particle path of the fiow in the nght channel. 
5-4 FEM and CVM ComD.r*oa. 
in this section, the Finite Element Method (FEM) resuits and the Control 
Volume Method (0 redts are cornparrd with respect to the shear thinning behaviom 
of non-Newtonian fluids. Figure 5.4.1 is a grapb showing the e f f i  of the power-law index 
on the speed dong the centeriine of the spirai channel, fiom the start to the finish, as 
predicted by the FEM d y s i s .  It appears that the more shear thinning the materiai is, the 
faner it will leak out of the channel resulting in the rapid speed reduction that is observed 
in the fint part of the graph. There is a very significant differeace in the speed plot h m  n=l 
(Newtoniau) to 114.7. For a n=l, there is actually a speed Uicrease over the fint 270 O 
of the channel indicating that there is liale materiai leaking out of the channel at the start. 
Then, there is a rapid decrease in speed h m  270 O to about the 420 position of the channei 
indicating that mon of the materiai h m  this channel wouid be distributed over a relativeiy 
small area At first, this appears to explains the lack of overlapping that was observed 
during the visuaiizations expriment However, using the leakage or channe1 flow to 
determine the spreading of the materiai can be Mleading because of the complexity of the 
flow field. The materiai that leaves the channel within the first overlap fiows into the next 
channel where it is forced to again flow radiaiiy and ultimately leaves the die at a digerent 
circumferential position . This makes it difficult to judge the distributhg effect of the spiral 
fiom the charme1 flow curves. AU of a s 7  however, appears to have vey  üttie effect on the 
final velocity variation of the materiai at the die exit as indicated by Figure 5.4.2. The FEM 
analysis predicts that exit flow variation will increase as the power law index decrease but 
this does not appear to be a very significant effect. 
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The corresponding predidons ofthe CVM are show ia Figures 5.43 and 5.4.4. 
Figure 5-43 is a graph of the channei speed venus channet length for the range of p o w  law 
indexes used in the FEM analysis. The CVM also predicts that the Ieakage rate of the 
material out of the channel incrrases as the power law index decreases but not to the degree 
predicted by the FEM analysis. This suggests that the CVM mode1 prediction of the 
resistance in the charnel is Iower than in the FEM andysis redting in a slower rate of 
leakage out of the chamel. Figure 5-4-4 is a graph of the nnal thickness variation as 
predicted by the CVM analysis. The CVM predicts a larger exit variation than the FEM 
analysis. However, the CVM also predicts that the distribution gets worse as the power law 
index decrease but the effect is not very large. 
Speed vs Channel Position 
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Figure 5.4.1 FEM channel speed for power law index 1 .O, 0.7,O.S and 0.3. 
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Figure 5.4.2 FEM exit speed variation for power law index 1.0,0.7,0.5 and 0.3. 
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The effect of the power law index on the partide paths was aiso investigated 
Particle paths were tmced fiom the same starting points for power Iaw indexes of 1.0,0.7, 
0.5 and 0.3. The d t s  are shown in Figines 5.4.5 to 5.4.8. It appears that as the power law 
index decreases, the particles exit the spiral c h e l  sooner and the area over which the 
majority of the materiai is distributed is Parrower. This supports the point made eariier, 
about using the channe1 flow c w e s  to infèr overiapping of the material, and m e r  supports 
the benefit of using a particle path analysû to help understand the flow patterns within these 
types of dies. 
5.5 Discussion 
There is no doubt that a FEM arialysis can be a very usefbi tool in tenns of 
providing vduable design information. It also facilitates the conceptualization of  complex 
flow fields such as the one presented in this shdy. E s  also rnakes the FEM d y s i s  a very 
educational tool for the novice design eagineer. The one drawback to this method of analysis 
is the enormous effort required to apply it conectly and obtain useful d t s .  The generation 
of a grid for a complex 3-D fiow field is quite tedious and t h e  consimiing but this is steadily 
improviug. Some software manufacturers are developing grid generation tools that wiii 
produce a grid fiom CAD mes. In addition, the computing industry is rapidly developing 
equipment that can handle the enonnous computatiod demands of a FEM d y s i s  of a flow 
field The increasing computing power ailows for quicker solutions of larger and larger flow 
fields. 
The FEM anaiysis indicated that the CVM formulation may under predict 
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pressme drop h u g h  the system and should be re-evaiuatedc The speed plots indicated that 
there may be an area of low velocity w i t b  the spiral channe1 which can be a problem if the 
die was used to pmcess thennaiiy sensitive polymers. The non-isothermal analysis 
suggested that temperature effects may be signifiant and that this area of study shouid be 
pursued f'inttier. The particle path simulations showed gmd agreement with the 
observations made during the visualization experiments and it is beiieved that some M e r  
rekment of the FEM grid WU enhance this agreement. The particle path analysis also 
provided a better understandhg of the layering effect (or lack thereof) in the spiral channels 
which caa be used to enhance the performance of the die. 
From the resuits presented in this study, it can be concluded that even a cmde 
grid can give dependable and useful redts in this very complex flow field and that the use 
of this numerical technique should be seriously considered for daily design procedures. 
Figure 5.4.5 Particle trace for power Iaw index =1 .O. 
Figure 5 A.6 Particle trace for power law index 4.7.  
Figure 5.4.7 Particle trace for power law index 4 . 5 .  
Figure 5.4.8 Particle trace for power law index 4 . 3 .  
This chapter descrrk an experimental investigation that was pedormed in order 
to obtain a betîer understanding of the interfacial innability phenomena that may occur 
during coextrusion. The basic purpose of the experiment was to distinguish between the 
effects caused by different polymer characteristics and theù relationship to the geometry of 
the flow field. 
The experiments were perfomed on a Brampton Engineering 7 layer coextrusion 
Line that was equipped with two, 45 mm diame& extruders and five, 30 mm diameter 
extruders. AU of the extrudes were of the single screw design and had an L:D ratio of 24: 1. 
The screws had a compression ratio of 2.8: 1 and were each equipped with a fluted mixing 
section. Ody the two, 45 mm extruda were used in these experirnents since only two layers 
were required. The exmiders were equipped with gravimetric feeders which measured the 
m a s  flow of material through each layer. The die had a 76 mm exit diameter. A standard 
air ring, collapshg h e ,  nip and winder, of the type n o d y  found on a blowa film Iine 
used to produce the samples. 
The experiments were perfomed using an mdar coextnrsion die with 
essentiaily two exit configurations; narrow and wide exit gaps. Figure 6.1.1 shows the 
narrow exit gap configuration in which layer 'A' flows upward to mage with layer B into 
a coextmsion area with a 6.35 mm gap. The coextnision flow channel then converges to a 
1.52 mm gap for the 1st 15 mm of the die exit In the wide die gap configuration, shown in 
Figiire 6.1.2, the coexüusion flow channel gap remaiDs at 6.35 mm nght up to the exit of the 
die. 
N a m  Die 
I 
Layer A 
Figure 6.1.1 A representation of the narrow exit gap geometfy. 
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Prior to combining, the poiymer is distniuted into a d o n n  amuiar fiow using 
a distribution system similar to that desmbed in Chapter 4. At the merge point, the minor 
component of the fiow is traveiling vertically upwards, while the major component is 
essentidy travelling radially in&. The annular type die offers one advantage in that there 
are no edge e f f i  to be concemed with as in a flat die. Detailed dimensions of the die are 





Figure 6.1.2 A representation of the wide exit gap geometry. 
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6.1.2 Materiais 
The matenais were judiciously chosen in an attempt to distinguish the Merence 
between the effect of the molecular weight (MW) and the molecular weight distribution 
(MWD) breadth or polydispersity @DI). Four resins were chosen nifh that a fmtorial type 
of expriment could be set-up. The commercially availabIe materials used in this study were 
supplied by Quantum and their molecular weight parameter values are SummaLized in Table 
6.1.1. Resins NA957 and NA960 had a relatively broad MWD (as indicated by the Mw/Mn 
values) whïie NA345 and NA3 55 had a celatively m w  MWD. Each resin pair consisted 
of a relatively hi& viscosity polymer, NA 960 and NA 355 respectively, and a relative low 
viscosity polymer, NA 957 and NA 345. The MWD o f  these p l p e r s  are compami in 
Figure 6.1.3. 
Log Molecular Weight 
Figure 6.1.3 A cornparison of the relative MWD's for the polymers used in this study. 
Table 6.1.1 Molecuiar weight averages and ratos for the materials used in this study. 
Table 6.12 contairis viscosity data and the coefficients for a Iog-log polynomial 
that was used to describe the effect of shear rate and temperature on the viscosity of the 
polymer. 
Table 6. t -2 Viscositv characteristics of the matetiais used in this studv. 
Viscosity Funaion 
Ln(?) = A 1 + ~2h(y)cA3~(y)+~4~-Tr)+Mfl-Tr~A6(T-Tr)ln(Y) 





















Figure 6.1 A compares the viscosity c w e s  of the 4 polyrners at 190 OC. Additionai 
rheological data on these materials can be found in Appendur B. 
Viscosity vs Shear Rate at 190°C 
O. 1 1 10 100 1000 
Shear Rate (1 /s) 
Figue 6.1.4 A cornparison of the shear viscosity for the materials used in this study. 
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6.13 Esperimentai Procedure 
Using the oarrow die gap geometry, the h e  was starîed up and dowed to reach 
steady-state at a rate of 22.7 kg/hr and an A53 flow ratio of 2O:8O. The hughput  rate was 
chosen such that the bubble stabiliîy could be maintained throughout aU nias. The initial 
flow ratio of 2O:8O was used because it showed no signs of interfacial ùistabiiity. The two 
layers are designateci as layers 'A' and 'B' as shown in Figure 6.1.1. Upon exithg the die, 
the coextruded annular sample was cooled with the air ring while it was pulled u p a d  by 
the nips. This process wcessitated fincihg conditions undet which a stable 'bubble' could 
be maintained while making sampies which best exhibiteci itistabüities. It was determined 
that the interfaciai instability was more readily observable in relatively thick (250 - 300 
micron) film samples. 
There were essentiaiiy 3 sets of experiments with 2 flow geometnes in each set 
In the first set of experiments, Iayer 'A' was the minor flow component while in the second 
and third set layer 'A' was the major fiow component (Le. A:B of 8O:ZO). In addition, the 
first and second set of experiments always had the same material in both layers. Only in the 
third set of experiments, diffèrent materials were coextmded together. Once the iine reached 
steady-state, a sample was collecteci at this flow ratio. The flow ratio was then changed to 
18/82 ( d l  maintahhg the 22.7 kghr output) and a sample was coilected. This was 
repeated down to a layer thickness at which the interfaciai instability was clearly visible. The 
processing temperature was then increased and the expetiment was repeated for the same 
material. The above procedure was repeated for aii of the materials. The die gap was then 
changed to 6.35mm and the expriment was repeated for each material but oniy at one of the 
temperatures used in the n m w  die gap experiments. 
The procedure for 'ore second set ofexperiments was essentidy identicai to the 
nrst set but with the flows of the extruders reversed so that the B layer was the minor 
component. h addition, a smaii amount (about -54%) of carbon black was added to the 
minor component layer in order to fâcilitate the viewing of any instability. F d y  , a similar 
procedm was foiîowed for the third set of experiments in which combinations of materids 
were coextruded. 
6.2 Obsewatioiig 
The cesults of the above e-ents are summarîzed in Tables 6.2.1 to 6.2.6 . In 
the tables, 'S' is d to represent a stable intedace while 'U is used to represent an unstable 
interface. The 'SU' has been used to denote the indeterminate transition area fiom stable to 
unstable. The subscrïpts 'w' and 'z' indicate that a 'wave' ancilor a 'zig-zag' instability is 
observerved, respectively. 
In these experiments, two distinct type of instabiiities are observed. These have 
been termed 'wave' and 'zig-zag' as introduced by some previous and p d e l  work 
performed by researchers at DOW Midland on some flat dies @amduin et al, 1996). The 
'zig-zag' instabiiity is of relative high fiquency ( estimateci order of magnitude of 5- 10 Hz 
in this experiment) and of low amplitude and has an appearance similax to the melt fkxture 
phenornenon. Figure 62.1 is a photograph of a nIm sample having a 'zig-zag' instability. 
The sim sampie consists of a thick clear layer and a thin laya that was mixed with about 2% 
carbon black in order to make the iristability easier to observe. 
Figure 6.2.1 A photograph showing a ' zig-zag ' interfaciai instability . 
The 'wave' instability has a much lower fkquency (îess than 0 2  Hz in this 
experiment) thsn the 'zig-zag' instabiiity and a higher ampiituàe. Figure 6.22 is a photocopy 
of a fiim sample exbibiting a 'wave' instability. This is a photograpb of a coextnision of a 
clear iayer and a layer that has been tinted with &n black The wave instability results 
in an altemathg light and dark pattern. In the extreme case, the black layer exits the die as 
an intermittent narrow ring. Of course both the 'wave' aad the 'Pg-zag' instability could 
appear in the sarne sample. 
Consider first the results in Tables 6.2.1 to 6.2.4 in which both layers had the same 
material. Tables 62.1 contains the observations with the 'A' layer as the minor component 
and the narrow die gap geometry. Table 6-21 contains the observations with the 'A' layer 
as the minor component and the wide die gap geometry. Tables 6.2.3 and 62.4 contain the 
observations with the 'A' layer as the major component and the narrow and wide gaps, 
respectively. AU of the materias showed a 'zig--' interfacial instability when using the 
narrow die gap geometry aithough not at the same fiow rate conditions. When the larger die 
gap was useci, the 'zig-zag' interfacial instability was eliminated for all of the flow ratios 
used in this experiment However, the wave ianability was now easier to observe in some 
of the sarnples. 
Figure 6.2.2 A photograph of a film sarnple exhibiting a 'wave' type instability. 
Table 6.2.1 Single material coexmision expriment with minor flow in 'A' and n m w  gap 
L 
4 
1 1 N m w  Die Gap (1 J2mm) 
uw, 1 U*,z 1 SU 
Table 622 Shg e material coextmsion experhent with minor flow in 'A' and wide gap. 
Wide Die Gap (6.35 mm) 1 
Layer % 
Tabk 6.2.3 Single materiai coexmision experhent with minor fbw in 'B' and m o w  gap 
1 Nanow Die Gap (152mm) 1 
Table 62.4 Single materid coexmision experiment with minor flow in 'B' and wide gap 
1 Wide Die Gap (635 mm) second experiment 1 
emp Cl 
Minor 
Layer % i 
Table 625  Two matenend cochon experiment with minor flow in 'B' and narrow ai 
1 1 Narrow Die Gap (152 mm) 
Table 6.2.6 Two material coexeusion experiment with minor flow in 'B' and wide gap 
1 Wide Die Gap (635 mm) 
More specifidy, ail interfaciai instabilities were essentiaily eliminated for the 
NA345 and NA355 materials with the exception of the condition when the minor, NA355, 
layer is very thin. With the NA957 and NA960 materiais. increasiog the die gap had ody 
a smal1 effect on the layer ratio for which the interfacial instability appeared. Ariother 
interesting observation is that the interfaçai instabilities (ParLicularly the wave instability) 
occurred at appmxhately the same flow ratio in the first and second set of experiments. The 
geometry of the chanaels was origindy designed for the B Iayer to be the minor component 
In this mode of operation, the velocities of the materials pnor to and after combining were 
assumed to be better matchd It was rather surprising to see that operating the system in the 
reverse condition Sected marginaUy the layer ratio at which the instability was observed. 
Tables 6.2.5 and 6.2.6 contain the observations for the experiments in which 
different materiais were coextmded together with the oarrow and wide die gaps, respectively. 
in these experiments similar redts  were obtained in that the 'zig-zag' instability was not 
observed with the wide die gap geometry (Table 6.2.6). The layer ratio at which the 
interf'ai l b i l i t y  was obmed was dependent on the materials in each layer. For cenain 
combinations, the= was no observable interfacial instability for any flow ratio while other 
combinations showed flow instabilities at relatively high flows of the minor component 
when compared with the previous set of experiments. In fact some instabüities were so 
severe that the bubble could not be properly stabiiized. 
One of the most interesting observations in this set of experiments was made when 
the NA960 was coextruded with the NA345 (columns 5 and 6 in Table 6.2.5). When the 
NA345 was the minor component, it exhibited a 'zig-zag' iastability at about 8 - 10 % but 
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no 'wave'instability. However, when the NA960 was the minor component, ody a 'wave' 
instabiiity was obsared starting at about the same flow ratio. This wodd support the theory 
that the two instabilities are somewbat independmt of-h 0th- and should be investigated 
accordingly . 
6.3 Analysis and Simulations 
The experiments were simulated using the commercially avdable software 
packages LAYERCAD and POLYCAD 2D. This provided an estimate of the position of the 
interface and also its development Cornputer simulations can aiso provide estimates of other 
diEcult to measure variables such as the interfacial stress which may be correlated to the 
phenornenon of intedaciai iastability. Figure 6.3.1 shows the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
caiculation of the shear stress h g  a sbeam linc using material NA 957 at a temperature of 
188T and a flow ratio of 10/90. nie line within the flow field represents a streamline at the 
interface. As it can be seen, the shear stress at the interface initiai drops as the materiais 
combine and then increases to the k t  plateau at about 10 kPa The stress increases as the 
material goes through the converging channel to the narrow die gap and reaches a higher 
plateau (about 45 kPa) at die exit land The criticai shear stress theory assumes that an 
interfacial instability will occur if the stress at the interface exceeds a critical value. It is 
believed that the value of the ctitical shear stress will depend on the polymers that are being 
coextruded. 
SHEfiR STRESS CkPa1 
sa. 0000 
30 m 0000 
10. au00 
-10 O 0000 
-30 0000 
-50.0000 
Nomalized Position Along Interface 
Figure 6.3.1 S hear stress dong the interface for a 1 O/9O ratio of NA957. 
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Figrires 6.3.2 is a plot of the inteifaciai shear stress versus the layer ratio profile 
for the broad MWD materials at the flow rates and temperatures of the m o w  gap 
experiment for each polymer. The dashed Liw indicates the layer ratio range where 
interfacial instability was observed to fomi. Figure 6.3.2 indicates that the appearance of 
an interfacial instabiiity is not a strong fiinction of temperature, and hence shear stress, but 
is more related to the layer ratio. Figure 6.3.3 is a sirnilar plot for the narrow MWD 
materials. In conûast to Figure 6.3.2, it shows that the interfiicial instability appears at 
similar shear stress values for each polymer. At both temperatures, the 'zig-mg' Uistability 
appeared at about 70 kPa and 80 kPa for the NA345 and NA355 respectively. The 
relationship between the 'zig-mg' instability and shear stress is mer suppoaed by the 
wide die gap geometry expriment WIiere the high sûess area at the exit had been eliminated 
Recail fiom Tables 6.2.1 to 6.2.4 that the broad MWD materials continued to exhibit an 
interfacial instability at about the same layer ratios while the interfâcial instability essentialiy 
disappeared for the oam>w MWD materials. 
The above resuits wouid iudicate that aitering the die geornetry (increasing the die 
gap) or the processing conditions (increasing the melt temperature) would be viable solutions 
when an interfacial instability is observed with relatively namw MWD materials. For broad 
MWD materials, the only viable solution wouid be to increase the thickness of the thin layer 
until the interfacial instability disapp~us or possibly change the material in the thin Iayer. 
The observations made during these e>Eperiments would codïm that the 'ng-zag' 
interfaciai instability is in fact due to high interfacal stress. However, the fact that a 'wave' 
instability is observed once this high stress is removed may indicate that the origin of the 
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'zig-zag' instabiiity may be related to the "wave' instabiiity. If a wave iostabïiity is present 
in the flow field, then the int- position is odating perpendidar to the flow direction. 
This means that the stress level at the ininterface is oscillating as the interface moves towards 
and away h m  the d l .  This would appearas an intemittent 'zig-=' instability in the nIm 
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Figure 6.3.2 Exit shear stress vernis layer ratio for broad MWD materials. 
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Figure 6.3.3 Exit shear stress versus layer ratio for narrow MWD materials 
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The observations a h  suggest that the 'wave' type of interfhcial instability occurs 
when the interface moves closer to the wail (or the laya gets ber), ho-, there is still 
no explmation as to the reason for the intedàce to go unstable. What is the dnving force? 
It stands to reason that the initiai perturbation to the flow field mwt occur at the mage paint 
of the two layers. This area was investigated in more detail using a 2-D finite element 
method analysis. Figures 6.3.4 and 6.35 show the velocity contours and streamiines, 
respectively, at the merge point using NA960 with a 12% 'A' layer and a 88% 'B' layer. 
The velocity contour (Figure 63.4) shows the datively high velocity of the 'B' layer 
matenal prior to combining. Figures 63.6 and 6.3.7 are the correspondhg resdts for an 8% 
'A' layer and a 92% 'B' layer. As the throughput rate of the 'A' layer is reduced and the 'B' 
layer is incteased, the streamlines foiiow more abrupt changes. In fact a small vortex begins 
to appear on the left side of the 'B' layer at the merge point Similar simulations were made 
representing the second set of experiments in which the 'B' layer was the minor component- 
Figures 6.3.8 and 6.3.9 show velocity contours and m e s ,  respectively, for a 12% 'B' 
layer and a 88% 'A' layer. Figures 6.3.10 and 6.3.1 1 are the correspondhg Figures for a 8% 
'B' layer and a 92% 'A' layer. Despite the faft that the velocity contours and meamlines 
appear to be better under these conditions, an interfacial instability was observed. In fact, 
the 'wave' type of interf'acial instability was observed at almost the sarne flow ratio under 
both conditions. 
Figure 6.3.4 Velocity contours for an A:B ratio of 12:88 for NA960 in both layers. 
Figure 6.3.5 Streamhes for an A:B ratio of 12: 88 for NA960 in both layers. 
Figure 6.3.6 Velocity contours for an A:B ratio of 8:92 for NA960 in both layers. 
Figure 6.3.7 Stredines for an A:B ratio of 8% for NA960 in both layers. 
Figure 6.3.8 Velocity contours for an A:B ratio of 88: 12 for NA960 in both layen 
Figure 6.3.9 Streamlines for an A:B ratio of 88A2 for NA960 in both layers 
Figure 6.3.10 Velocity contours for an A:B ratio of 92:8 for NA960 in both layers 
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Since the observations also indicate that the 'wave' type interfacial instability 
occurs more readily in broad MWD matenals, and these materials tend to exhibit stronger 
elastic behaviour, it stands to reason tbat the 'wave' instability is strongly influenced by the 
eiastic pmperties of the materials. However, since the extrusion of the same materials d t s  
in an instability, it is unükely that the instabüity is due to elastic Merences in the materials 
as some researchers have suggested. It is more likely that the instability is due to the total 
deformation of the flow stream. This was investigated by comparing the average velocity 
of the individual layers before and &er combining. A velocity ratio was calculated as 
follows: 
Velocity Ratio = Average Layer VeZocity Prior To Combining (6.3.1) 
Average Luyer VeZocity d e r  Combining 
This was detemiined for the various flow rate ratios used in the experiments and is plotted 
in Figures 6.3.12 and 63.1 3. Figure 6.3.12 relates to the first set of experiments where the 
large c h e l  (A) transported the minor component while Figure 6.3.13 represents the 
experiment in which the large chanwl (A) transportai the major wmponent. In both figures 
the same material, NA960, is used in each layer. The graphs shows that the velocity ratio of 
the minor component increases dramaticaiiy as the percentage of the minor component gets 
smaller. In other words, the acceleration of the minor layer ,at the merge point, increases as 
the layer becomes thinner. 
However, there is a marked diffetence in velocity ratio at which the interfacial 
instability occurs for the first two sets of experiments. This ciifference is believed to be due 
to the orientation of the minor layer. In the £irst set of experiments the minor layer is always 
Velocity Ratio vs Layer % 
Layer A is minor component 
+ Layer B 
-t- Layer A 
10 
Minor Layer % 
Figure 6.3.12 Velocity ratio versus layer ratio with A as the minor layer. 
Velocity Ratio vs Layer % 
Layer A is major component 
+ Layer B 
+ Layer A 
10 
Minor Layer % 
Figure 6-3-13 Velociw ratio versus layer ratio with A as the major layer. 
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moving in the axial direction while in the second set of experiments, the minor iayer is 
forced to turn h m  the radial direction to the axial direction. This results in an additional 
acceleration effect that is not accoimted for in the simple calcuiation presented above. 
Regardes of the actual values, the minor layer does experience an increased acceleratioa 
or elongation as it becornes thinner. It is speculated that this acceleration (or elongation rate) 
combined with the visco-elastic behaviour of the material is the source of the 'wave' 
instability . 
Figure 6.3.14 compares the elongatiod Mscosity of the materials used in this 
experiment a 190°C. These are estimated by the method developed by Cogsweli (1972) and 
cleariy show a Merence among the materials. Furthemore, the broad molecular weight 
materials (NA960 and NA957) show a gradual iacfease and a sharp decrease while the 
narrow molecular weight materials (NA355 and NA345) exhibit a more rounded maximum. 
Now consider the increasing portion (to the left of the maximum) of the elongational 
viscosity curve for each material. As the elongation rate incteases, so does the resistance to 
elongation. This elongational viscotity difference appears to be a more lïkely explanation for 
the occurrence of the interfacial instability during coextnision including the case where both 
layers are the same material. If the material is elongated too much at the merge point it 
will try and resist this deformation once it joins the other material. Whether it succeeàs or 
not will depend on the relative viscoeiastic properties ofeach stream. If the major layer has 
a higher resistance to deformation than the minor layer, then the flow field will be more 
stable than if the reverse situation were to exist 
Elongational Viscosity at 190 OC 
10 
Elonaational Rate ( i l s )  
Figure 6.3 - 14 A cornparison of the elongational viscosity of the matenais used in this 
mdy . 
The experiments perforrned in this study indicaie that broad MWD materials have 
a greater tendency to exhibit interfacial hstability aud that these hterfpcial instabilities are 
more due to layer ratio than procashg conditions or die geometries. In contrast, materiais 
with narrower MWDs tend to exhibit an interfiaciai instability which appears to be related to 
the stress at the interface and, hence, can be af5ected by whatever affects the interfacial 
stress. This would include increasing the melt temperature, increasing the die gap or 
reducing the flow rate. The broad MWD materials also exhibit an intefiacial instabüity that 
appears to be caused during the merging of the layers. 
Wilson and Komami's (1993) d t s  only consider the wave instability but assume 
that the instability is initiated by a periodic variation in the flow field (such as the extruder 
screw rpm) and the material combination detemines whether the instability is dampened or 
amplifîed. Furthemore, they did not study the e f f i  using the same material in both layers. 
While the choice of materials and flow conditions may dampen or amplify the effect, it is 
unlikely that the initiation is due to an extemal source. This is deduced by the fact that the 
fiequency of the instability increased while the rpm of the screw decreased. 
Ramanathan et d(1996) have concludeci that the wave instability begins in the area 
where the materials combine but they attempt to correlate the Uistability to an elasticity ratio 
and a critical skew. The skew is basically defined as the layer thickness ratio with an equal 
layer thickness having a skew of 1 .O. The problem with this approach is that it does not 
explain the observation of interfaciai instability with the same materials. On the other hand, 
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the redts ,  presented here, are quite complementary to the research performed by 
Ramanathan et al(1996) in that M a r  observations are made in two types of extrusion 
processes with different materiais. 
The results obtained hem wouid suggest that the wave interf'acial instability should 
be correlateci to both the shear viscosity and the elongational viscosity ratios of the materials 
being coextruded. The velocity ratio analysis presented in section 6.3 clearly showed that 
each layer may undergo a different deformation dependhg on the flow rate ratios and the 
geometry of the flow field Since the shear viscosity and the elongationai viscosity depend 
on the shear rate and elongation rate, respectively, each layer will behave somewhat 
differentiy. This provides a possible explatl~~tion for the obsemation of an instabiiity during 
the coextmion of the same material in each layer. However, due to the periodic nature of 
the instability, any theoretical analysis would need to account for this transient behaviour. 
Past studies have attempted to do this by assuming that one ofthe layers has a periodic flow 
variation but there does not appear to be a physical explanation for this variation. 
Mathematical modeiiing of this phenomenon should use models in which the elastic 
behaviour of the materiais, coupled with the defornation that they undergo when they 
combine c m  result in a periodic interface position. It is believed that this wiU lead to the 
development models that can be used to predict this phenomenon during the design of the 
extrusion dies. 
CHGPTER 7 
CONCLUDING REMARKS and RECOMMENDATIONS 
The main objective of this work was to obtah a better understanding of the 
fundamental requirements of a blown film extrusion die and apply this knowledge towards 
the creation of an improved design This section dl summarize how the resuits of this 
study are applied fiom an engineering viewpoint. 
The anaiysis of the conventional style of coextmsion die used in the tubuiar film 
process has led to the development of a new style of die with distinct advantages. F h t ,  the 
new design has reduced the wetted d a c e  area of the polymer flow channels, thereby, 
reducing the potentiai for degradation. This benefit has been confinned by other designers 
of commercial coextnision dies who have aiso proposai improvements to the design 
presented here (MaMidis, 1996). Reducing the wetted d a c e  ami also reduces the pressure 
requirements of the die providing the designer with a Linle more flexibility in the design 
proceçs. The designer does not have to compromise the minimum veIocity criterion in order 
to satisfy the maximum pressure Iunitations of the system. 
The construction of the die is also much simpler than that of the conventional 
systems in that each layer now consists of 2 plates that combine to form an individual 
module. The flow channels are machined on the surface of these disks with large radius 
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turns rather than driiied holes that are commonly used in conventionai dies. This has 
signifiant advantages h m  amaintenance standpoint. When cleaning the die, the rnodular 
construction allows for the disassembly of one layer at a the. Once the two pieces that fom 
the module are separated, d of the flow passages are completely visible and accessible for 
easy cleaning. On the conventional dies, it is very difncuit to clean out any M e d  passages 
or even the cylindricd d a c e s  for that matter. 
Of course these benefits are obtained with essentially any stacked type of die 
including those show in patents of the late 50's. However, the application of the stacked 
type o f  die design to the tubular film process has been hampered by the inadequate polymer 
distribution systems of the past The hdamental problem was to create a uniform annular 
flow h m  a stream of polymer e n t e ~ g  the die h m  one side (a side fed die). This was the 
purpose of the distribution systems designed and tested in Chapter 4. The new flat spirai 
system maintains the homogenkïng advantages of the standard spirai mandrel concept while 
providing the mechaaical construction benefits of a side fed system. 
One of the milestones in making the system work was the development of an 
accurate modelling technique. The Control Volume Method of modeilhg the flow provided 
an accurate prediction of the final fiow distribution and a means of calculating the pressure 
requirements of the die. A d o m  flow distribution is probably the single most important 
fiinction of an atlllular die. This is especialiy true in multi-layer barnet applications which 
require a relatively expensive barrier material to be W o d y  distributeci hto a thin a~lllular 
layer. This layer can dtimately be drawn to an average thickness below 5 microns and since 
this layer controls the fiuictionality of the package, the d o r m i t y  of the distribution is 
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critical. The pressure information is important in terms of the mechanicai construction in 
that it pmvides the data that the mechanicai engineer requires to ensure that there is no 
excessive deflection of the components. 
The visuabtion experiments fiacilitaîed the understanding of the flow behaviour 
within the new flat spspiral distribution system and pmvided data üiat couid be used to validate 
Finite Element Method modehg techniques. nie visu;ilization experiments also helped to 
point out some asymmetries in the buiary distribution system which were not initidly 
apparent. 
The Finite Element Method analysis, presented in Chapter 5, is in good agreement 
with the observations made during the visualization experiments. The analysis showed that 
a reiatively c d e  grid can provide reasonable accuracy. The cornparison between the FEM 
r d &  and the CVM results indicate that the CVM approximations tend to under predict the 
pressure &op through the distribution system. It is believed that the rapid advances king 
made in cornputer technology wiil make the FEM flow analysis a standard part of spiral die 
design in the next few years. 
The coextnision experiments are believed to be the fkst funchmental study of 
coextmion instabiiity involving identical polymers in both layers. The observations 
confirmed that the 'Pg-zag' instability is due to excessive stress at the interface and occurs 
a stress levels over 70 kPa for the n m w  MWD materiais used in this study. The 
observations made in this study would also tend to support some ment findings of other 
researchea in that the origin of the 'wave' instability is at the point where the two layers 
combine and depends on the elongational behaviour of each layer. Furthemore, the bulk 
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elongation of each layer would appear to be a more Wrely factor in the origin of the 'wave' 
type of interfacial iastability. From a design standpoint, the redts suggest that the 
acceieration of the materials at the merge point needs to be controlled in order to minimize 
the potentiai for a 'wave' instabi1ity. This is especidy tme for materials with broad 
molecular weight distributions and/or high viscosities. Maintainhg a low velocity ratio (as 
defined in chapter 6) wodd be appear to be a good starhg point for a design criterion here. 
The 'zig-zag' instability redting nom a high stress region in the flow field can be 
elimiaated by ieducing the intesacial stress. Since the product structure or layer ratios are 
defhed by the package requirements, the solution would be to increase the material 
temperature, decrease the total flow rate or mod* the equipment to reduce the stress. 
7.2 Recommendationg 
The control volume method mode1 of the flat spiral system appears to be 
sufncientiy accurate to be applied to a design procedure for these types of dies. However, 
M e r  work should be done on irnproving the accuracy of the analytical expressions used 
to determine the resistance of the charnels. 
The new flat spiral distribution system appears to be very capable of distribuhg 
the polymer melt unifonnly and can be applied to the development of multi-layer dies for the 
tubular film process. 
The visualization experiments provideci valuable iasight into the behaviour of the 
flat spiral flow field as well as some data for verifying the FEM analysis. !t is recommended 
22 1 
that future work should include fluids with non-Newtonian viscosity behaviom to veritjr the 
predictiom presented in this study. 
The FEM d y s i s  should be used during the development of new complex fîow 
fields in order to improve the designer's understanding of the flow behaviour. A more 
refined FEM grid is required in order to perform a non-isothed analysis or even a more 
accurate isothennal analysis. The particle path anaiysis can be extremely usefbf in 
determinùig the homogenizing (or d g )  capabiiity of the spïrals and can be used to 
improve this fiuiction of the die. 
Future wodc on interfacial instability should focus on the elongation rate of each 
layer at the merge point and should including the effect of the elongationai viscosity of the 
materials. A transient analysis of this area without any extemally applied fluctuations 
wouid be preferable. Of particuiar interest to die designers would be the determination of 
design parameters which help to minimize the occurrence of an instability for a wide range 
of materials. 
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Additionai Material Data 
- - -  
i c i  Moiecular WgM Law Density 
3 k m i  film Grade 
Uelt Index 0.5 Density 0.925 
'etrothem NA 355 is a high d8CUlar weight, low density polyethylene homopolymer 
x use in producing tough, dear fiim for padcaging items such as heavy textiles and hc 
lroduce (8.g. patabes, -les, etc.); d m  liners and any clarity application where 
hngauging is needed. The low melt index and stiffneçs of this resin make it excellen 
hrink film. It can alço be used f6r coextruçioii and blending. 
'etroaiene NA 355 is designeci to be blown with a long-stalk bubble shape when films 
ian 1.5 mils are extruded. In bng-stalk extrusion, the extrudate above the die is main 
t the same diameter as the die until the bubble expands to its final diameter just bela 
ust me. The rapid expansion of the bubble just below the frost lin8 creates an orienta 
w melt which optimires the film's impact strength. 
' the fiim being extruded has a gauge of more than 1.5 mils, either a long-stalk or a 
onventional bume shape can be used with little or no resulting diiference in the film1 
hysical properües. 
: is recommended that NA 355 be extruded at a melt temperature of 370 to 380°F, abc 
100°F iower thaî that used for LLDPE or HMWMDPE. A 3:1 blow-up ratio and a 30 u 
uger die gap are aise recomrnended. Exact recommendations cm be made only if 
quipment, operating wndiiions and required end product properties are known. Plea 
ontact s u r  Quantum poiyoiefins sales representaüve if you have further questions. 
'etmîhene NA 355, when extrudeci with a long stalk, can be drawn d m  to 0.5 mils ai 
antain its high s t w h  and high clarity. lt is comparable in impact strength to HMWii 
nd L W € .  NA 355 contains medium leveis of s r i  and antiblock additives. 
uantunChemwCarporaüon 
Si D i o n  
ISOa Nmlake Drive 
incinnli. OH 45249 
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Film Eimusion Giade 
Melt Index 2.6 Dewity 0.924 
ApplicttlolB 
PETROTHENE NA 957 is a series of highîy unitami mins sDscifically developed for the multi-wafl bag market, NA 957 
produces films with exceplional dnwdown, outstanding toughness, high dart dmp impact strength and excellent heat 
W i n g  charactsnstics. ûther a p p l i o n s  indude general packaging, industrial liners, food containers and trash bags. 
CertMation 
The basic resin PETROTHENE NA 957 meets the requirements of the Food and Drug Administration, Code of Federal 
Reguiaüons, Tiie 2l, Part117.1520. This reguîation allows the use of this oMn polymer in brticles or components of 
articles intended for use in contact with food." Specific limitaüons or conditions of use may apply. Contact your Quantum 
poiyoiefins sales representative for more information ragarding the suitabiti of specific pmducts for specific 
applications. 
Procrsing Trchriquas 
PmOTHENE NA 957 extrudes at high output rates with good bubble stabili over a wide temperature range. Best 
results are obtained at melt temperatures between 31û-3504 (154-176°C) and blow-up raüo of 1.5-2.4:I. Using proper 
techniques, the m i n  can be dnwn to 0.5 mil at commercial production rates. 
Specific mmmendations for processirig NA 9s can ôe made only when the end use application, required properties 
and the prricesçina equipment are known. For otad ncommendations. ~Iease contact your Quantum poîyolefins sales 
Density 
MeR Index 
Vkat Softcning Point 
Low Temperatun Britüeness, Fm 
Tensile Stfength @ Yield 
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Fllrn" 
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~ & r n  Chamiai Coqontion 
USI Dhrlrkn 
11sa NorthW 0- 
Cincinnati. OH 45249 
(513) 53û#ûû 
This paper is made from recycled fibers and can be recycled. 
Law Density Polyethylene 
Film Exbusion Grade 
Mel Index 0.9 Density 0.919 
Appaicrtioat 
PEïROTHENE NA 960 is a series of resins designed for a wide variety of industrial film applications 
wtiere high impact strength and excellent drawdown are needed. NA 960 exhiba good uniformity, ease 
of processing and good tensile strength. 
Certification 
The basic resin PEfROTHENE NA 960 meets the requirements of the Food and Drug Administration, 
Code of Federal Regulations, Tiie 21, Part177.1520. This regulation allows the use of Mis olefin polymer 
in '...articles or components of articles intended for use in contact with food," Specific limitations or 
conditions of use may apply. Contact your Quantum polyolefin sales representative for further 
information regarding the suitability of specific products for specific applicaüons. 
Piocessin8 Techniques 
Specific recommendations for processing NA 960 cm only be made when the processing conditions. 




Density 0.91 9 
Melt Index 0.9 
Tensile Strength 2.1 00 
Elongation @ Break 660 
Dart Omp Impact Strength. Fm*" 170 





Antiblock None Medium 
Produ* UA 960-062 NA m486 
Slip Medium None 
Antiblock High Medium 
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This paper is made fmm 
recyded fibers and can 
be ncyclcd. 
Low Densiîy Poiyethylene 
Film ExIrusion Grade 
Density 0.922 Mel Index 1.8 
A p g l i W i ~ ~  
PETROTHENE NA 345 is a suries of homopolymer reins combining pnmium clarity mth strength and sîiiness. In 
addition, NA 345 exhibii good impact strength on boai tiat and creased film. NA 345 is recommended for textile 
packaging, light produce, bfead bags and other thin pacCtaging films enhanced by clam and sparkle. 
The optical values of NA 345 actualfy improve with decreases in film gauge and are rnaintained at wide die gap settings. 
This fact leads to important cast savings, film can be drawn dom to a minimum gauge consistent with required physical 
pmperties, with the assurance that optical pniperties will not suffer, but improve. Wm wider die gaps, back pressures 
are reduced as are extrusion costs. 
CertMtltion 
ïhe basic rein PERIOTHENE NA 345 mets the requirements of the hod and Dnig Administration, Code of Federal 
Regubtions, r i e  21, Part lï?'.lS2O. This regulaüon allows the use of this olefin polyrner in "...articles or components of 
arüües intended for use in contact with food." Specific limitations or condiüons of use may apply. Contact your Quantum 
pofyolefins sales representaüve for further information. 
Procemlng Technlqoes 
Specific mmmendations for processing NA 345 cm only be made M e n  the processing conditions, equipment and end 
use are known, br further suggestions please contact your Quantum polyolefins sales represenîaüve. 
Typitrl Pmpertks* 
ASTM Test 
m~artr value UniQ ~ a ~ i o d  
RuIn 
Density 0.922 gicm3 O 1505 
Met Index 1.8 gîl0 min. O 1238 
Film" 
Han 5.0 % O 1003 
Gloss* 45' 70 units O 2457 
Dart Omp Impact Strength, Fm 96 O D 1709 
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Tensile Strength @ Yild, TD 1 ,m Wi D 002 
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1% Secant Modulus, MI) 26,000 ps! O 882 
TD 3a000 PSI 
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Piod~d UUm8 UA3151166 MW495 
Slip Nom None - Medium 
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"nlm pwwtks oWned on 1.25 mil film. 
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STD B R ,  FIT 2,8278-02 
IIBEOfiOGrCAL PmmmTms 
A B -  0818 Am2m836 B r  e288 D - 1o77IE+00 
RDR 80489E+00 ZERO 1,50OE+05 DOT ZERO 3e764E+00 
STD ERR6R, Pi2 - 2 ,S75R-02 
RDR-na? - 6.598E+00 (at -0- ,1375) 
-55-196 A94-00S1 190C 20% 5- LE1619 
STO MOD mSS HOD BTA' TANDffi TORQUE G* ETA+ RAD F m 2  
l04bE+O6 8o7OE+OS 2*18E+03 -597 8-09R+O2 1-708+06 4-26E+03 3,98E+02 
lO23E+06 7-088+05 2,82E+03 -575 6*528+02 1-428+06 5-65E+03 2-5lE+O2 
1,05B+06 6-138+05 3,87E+03 -586 SmllE+O2 1-2lB+06 7.668+03 1-59E+02 
8-838+05 So49B+05 5,488+03 -621 6*09E+02 1o048+06 1m04E+04 lmOO3+02 
f,37E+05 4-89E+05 7,75B+03 ,664 7mllR+02 8,84g+Ob lm4OE404 6o31E+01 
6-068+05 4o32E+O5 X*09B+O4 -713 9-OlE+O2 ft44E+Q5 1-838+04 3o98E+01 
(,91S+OS 3m78E+OS loSlg+O4 -771 1*24R+03 6-198+05 2.478+04 20SIE+Ol 
3 90E+OS 3 m28E+OS 2-07E+O4 -840 1m57E+03 SmO98+05 3 0218+O4 1,593+01 
3,05B+O5 2-80E+OS 2,80E+04 -918 1m60E+03 4.14E+OS 4o14E+04 loOOE+Ol 
2-348+05 2,36g+OS 3-74E+O4 1-010 1,398+03 3,328+05 So2bE+04 6,31E+OO 
1-753+05 foSbE+OS 4.91B+O4 1,117 la13X+03 2o63E+OS 6.598+04 3-98E+00 
1,28g+05 1eS98+05 6,34E+04 lm241 9m068+02 2oO4E+O5 8.14E+04 2,5JS+OO 
9,2OB+O4 1- 27B+OS 8 - O2E+O4 1- 382 7 1lB+02 1*578+05 9 9OE+O4 10 SE+OO 
6,37E+04 9-97B+04 9.968+04 1.566 5*478+02 IoISE+OS 1-18E+OS 1oOOE+OO 
4,2SE+04 7,658+04 L2IE+OS 1,798 4o13E+O2 8-7SR+O4 1o39E+OS 6o31E-01 
2,753+04 5o733+04 X*44E+OS 2.084 3m04B+02 6*36B+04 lm6OE+OS 3,983-01 
1,7=+04 4.20E+04 Xo67E+05 2454 2.198+02 40548+04 1o81E+05 2-SIE-O1 
1,02E+04 3,01E+O4 Lo90E+OS 2-944 1m55B+O2 3*18E+O4 2o00E+05 1o59E-01 
5-823+03 2olOB+O4 2-108+0S 3.616 1.073+02 2.18E+04 2.18E+05 1oOOE-01 
3,1SE+O3 1,44S+04 2-283+05 4-563 7,21E+01 Xa47E+04 2.338+05 60313-02 
1-62E+O3 9o613+03 2m4lS+05 5-947 4-79E+O1 9,75B+03 2-45E+OS 3-98E-02 
7-763+02 6-3OE+O3 2-5lS+OS 8-111 3m123+01 6o35B+03 2m53E+05 20533-02 
c(1) c(2) c(3) C(0) , CORomEFF- IN W VS- IN GPP 
1,5063+01 -l0491E+O0 5,3243-02 -5,694EIOl 9,9968-01 
c (1) c(2) c(3) c(0) COR.QOEPF, %AND VS- LH G* 
-2,467E+00 40276E-01 -2,556E-O2 lm467E+01 9-9698-01 
c(1) c(0) CORoCOEPF- IN GPICI+IN GPPKIO 
lm697E+OO -8 439E+OO 9,9983-01 
c (1) c m  c(0) COR-WEFP f;W G W l + U ï  GPP +C2+LN(GPP**2)+CO 
2.003E+00 -2 .O3ïE-OZ -9,274E+00 9,999B-OZ 
c(1) ce) c(0) Hem-- LN GPICI+LN Gs +C2+LN(Gs++Z) +CO 
2,6713+00 -50741E-02 -10230E+01 9 2373-03 
RDE- 1,89E+00 7-26E-01 Sm- l,7OE+00 GCOH- 20 29E+05 COU= 6.25E+00 
7018E+00 
ETW1000 - 2.294E+03 , Kean-Wrtor = 4.6âE-01 ( ET* extrapolation ) 
ETAO1OOO * L209E+03 , Mean-%Errer .r 1.24E+00 ( Ga extrapolation ) 
PDL - 2,25&+01 , Kea%-%-= - 9.32E+00 
PDR 6m339E+00, P m  16-6163+00, V~SC: 3m821E+05 2o094E+05 30165E+04 
PI& 5,42E+OO M d ~ 8 p  4,7Lg+OO 
NO OP #)- 22 NntIWœ 2 AB e81800 
SU)= OF EWi ZERO-G- DOT ZERO -8820 - 
RFmOmGICAL PummmRs 
A B =  0818 A-3,000 B r  273 D16m934E-01 
RDR - 3 .lgf E+00 ETA ZERO 5.3283+05 DOT ZERO 2,707E+00 
STü m R ,  FII! = 6-3S2E-O2 
RIEeOmGICAL PARALIgTERS 
A B U  ,818 A-2-366 B r  346 D~1,0628+00 
RDR 1 4.895E+00 ET& ZERO JmS03E+OS GAnerZI DOT 2- 2- 6873+00 
STD ERRiOR, FIT * lo446E-OP 
RDR.n8v - 1.94SE+00 (at FPA/ETAO- .1375) 
RDI- 1-84E+00 7-23E-O1 SU- to77E+00 GCOK- 2r 64E+OS COW- 3 .OgE+Ol 
eZt 60623+00 
ETW1000 = 10629E+03 , Mt3an-%Esmr - 3-85E-01 ( ETA+ extrapolation ) 
ETAflOOO - 9,17SE+O2 , M e a n - * E r r a s  = 7-94E-01 - - ( Ga extrapolation ) 
POL - 1- 56E+01 , Mean-aErrror - 4 . 32E+OO 
PDR 7,4653+00, PDg 7,79SE+001 V ~ C :  8e047E+04 4e177E+04 5e359E+03 
PI- Se69E+OO M 0 d . e ~  4e93E+OO 
N O O F P O I N T S -  22 H D t M m  2 A B r  e81800 
SIOPE OF ZERO- DOT ZERC) 08820 
RXEOfiOGIaL P- 
A B -  a818 A m 3 . 0 0 0  B -  2 7 3  D-4-$OSE-0% 
RDRr2,787E+O0 E T & Z E R u ~ 1 . 1 0 0 E + 0 5  ~ D O T Z e R O . ~ 1 ~ 8 9 2 3 + 0 1  
STD ERI1ORV FIT 7e588E-02 
REEOILXiICAL P&RmmTms 
A B -  ,818 A - 2 . 2 8 5  B -  ,358 O- leO2IE+0O 
RDR - 5.63632+00 ETA ZERû - 8.077E+O4 GAl@fA DOT ZZRO 1.209E+01 
STD ERROR, FIT 2.32IE-02 
RDR-nev = 2-013E+OO (at -0- .1375) 
RDI- ~ A S E + O O   ER^ i.tg~+oo SLOPE- I.~IE+OO Gan- 8.59~+04 cuw- a.g8~+oo 
ETI 2eS3E+01 
ETA+lOoo - 1.350E+03 , Kean-%Errer 2.773-01 ( E T .  extrapolation ) 
fi~'lO00 = 7.419g+02 , Haan-%Errer - SaSIE-O1 ( Ga extrapolation ) 
PDL - 3,SSE+O1 , Mean-%Errer = 6,43E+00 
PDR = 3,57415+03, PDû = 2.680E+OL, Visc: 3.332E+05 9,19lE+O4 3-429E+03 
PI- 1.32E+01 Kodsep-  3.34E+OO 
N O O P # ) I N T S r  22 MWIN= 2 AB- m81800 
StAPE OP ETAZm-GiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiU- ZERO= ,8820 
REIEOWGXCAL PmumEERs 
A8 ,818 A 3.000 B - ,273 D 2*046E+00 
RDR - 8 3193+00 ETA Z B R O  - 5 , 247E+OS GUQ(ZL DOI! ZERO 9 314E-01 
AB a818 A - 3.133 8 ,261 D lm928E+OO * 
RDR = 7,788E+00 BTA ZERO - Se888E+05 GAEDfh bOT ZERO - 8,8093-01 
STD KRROR, PIT - 2.293E-02 
RDR-nav - 9.623E+00 (at ETA/kPAO-  -137s) 
